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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The reign of Aurangzeb (1658-1707) c o n s t i -
t u t e s a very Bignlf ioant period In the History of 
Medieval <^ndia. I t was In t h i s reign that the Mughal 
Eaplre reached I t s zeni th and iounense t e r r i t o r i a l 
expansion was nade; the p o l i t i c a l u n i f i c a t i o n of 
India was achieved, the a d a i n i s t r a t i v e organisat ion 
was geared out and nade sore e f f e c t i v e , the processes 
of cu l tura l iBpact were made more manifest and a band 
of very e f f i c i e n t , energe t i c and dashing o f f i c e r s of 
the s t a t e contributed to the s t a b i l i t y of the rule for 
half a century* I t was a l s o the period when the symp-
toms of future dec l ine of the Empire and breakdown of 
the administrat ive machinery of the s t a t e made the ir 
appearance. I t was a l so the period which saw the r i s e 
of peasant r e v o l t s of the J a t s , the s lkhs and the Sat-
namis and the agrarian unrest which lay a t the root of 
these movements* 
The Maratha movement which was the expression 
of the nat ional a sp ira t ions of the Marathas whom f i r s t -
l y the Bijapuris and secondly the Mughals attempted to 
keep under subject ion, made a great headway in sp i te of 
(iv) 
the vigorous offensire launched against thea by Aurangzeb. 
It was during this period that the lethargy, in-
activity and indulgence ofthe Muslia aristocracy had be-
gun to be felt and which undernined the stability of the 
state and the supremacy of the ^slin elite. 
In the sphere of state policies the reign of 
Aurangzeb displayed lack of balance and foresight* The 
religious policy of Aurangzeb andhis attitude towards 
the Rajputs, the Sikhs and the Deccan states are ins-
tances of lack of Judgement, tact and uisconcieved plan-
ning. 
The genesis of the policies and measures adop-
ted by Aurangzeb during his reign may be traced to his 
second viceroyalty of the Deccan (i6S3-58). The period 
is highly indicative of the attitudes, policies and 
trends which dexeloped fully later in the reign of 
^rangzeb. 
Aurangzeb*s dashing courage, adventurous zeal, 
sublime generalship, calculated measures, well thought 
planning and tenacity are amply demonstrated in his 
fv) 
second Tloeroyalty of the Deooan* His capacity of 
choosing the right sen for specific Jobs like Murshid 
Quli Khan, Multafat Khan, Mir Khalil and others, his 
attention to details of adainistration, his guidance^ 
care to inprove the condition of the people, cherishing 
the peasantry, rehabilitation of the villages and grants 
of the loan to the peasants to encourage oultiTation, 
the new land settlement of the Deooan by the intro-
duction of the system of Beasurenent etc., and the 
reforms in the military and civil administration <— all 
these reflected the deep interest and serious concern 
shown by Aurangzeb to all the matters connected with 
the various aspects of administration. 
The second viceroyalty oi Aurangzeb was also 
the period during which the seed of inveterate hostali-
ty between Dara and Aurangzeb towards the former had 
become so strong that all hopes of a reconciliation or 
compromise were lost* The controversies between Shah 
Jahan and .\urangzeb in regard to financial, administ-
rative and other matters had led to tension, bitterness 
and distrust. Aurangzeb had suspected the hand of Dara 
in all these affairs and was firmly of the view that the 
( • i ) 
erll g«olu« liehlnd all the ais-reprasttntations, nis^ 
glTlngs and strictures against bis was the eldest Prince. 
Aurangzeb had sorely felt the loss of face at the Eape-
ror*s truce with tjutbiil Mulk when Aurangzeb was pressing 
hia hard in the siege of Oolkonda and was asking the 
peralsslon of Shah Jahan for the annexation of the pros^ -
perous and wealthy kingdoa of Golkonda, Siailarly, 
Aurangzeb was utterly disappointed when the crown of 
victory was snatched froa hia by the order of Shah 
Jahan when peace was aade with the Sultan of Bijapur 
in 1657 when Aurangzeb after taking Bidar and Kalian! 
was advancing to take Bijapur* In b^th these orders of 
Peace Aurangzeb thought that Dara's hand was clearly 
disoesslble. 
Sliioe Shah Jaaan had on all such occasions 
rejected the proposals of Aurangzeb and enforced his 
orders by which the prince fell slighted and hurt, so 
Aurangzeb bore ill-will not only against Dara Shikoh but 
also the Eapeior who, he strongly felt, was swayed by 
the counsels of Dara. This accounts for the vigorous 
offensive of Aurangzeb, his entring an alliance with 
Murad to coabat Dara and the battles in the war of 
succession as well as his harsh treatnent and iaprison-
aent of Shah Jahan after the war* 
(vil) 
The second vioeroyalty of Aurangxeb also 
afforded Aurangzeb with the opportunity of preparing 
hiaself for the expedted war of succession because he 
won over the syapathles of a large section of nobility, 
amassed resources for such a war If It were to oonw 
and gained enoruous experience of aillltary canpalgns 
In Golkonda and Bljapur. The Military exploits Into 
these kingdoms also enriched Aurangzeb with sufficient 
money to raise troops which would be of Immense help to 
him In times of emergency* 
The second vlceroyalty of the Oeccan shows 
Aurangzeb as a great advocate of the "Forward Policy" 
towards the Decoan states and entreating the Emperor 
from annexation of Golkonda and Bljapur* As against 
the policy of Aurangzeb based on the Idea of annexation 
Shah Jahan favoured the retention of the Oeccan states 
provided that they paid the war indemnity, the stipu-
lated tribute, acknowledged Mughal suzerainty and 
refrained from any offensive designs or postures against 
the Mughal Empire. This policy of allowing the Decoan 
Sultanates their survival and existence as subordinate 
allies demonstrates Shah Jahan* s policy of non<»lnvolve-> 
ment in the affairs of the Decoan so as to avoid the 
burden of greater responsibilities in the Decoan and 
to avoid the direct clash with the Iterathas. 
(viii) 
Oti the history of Aurangaseb the pioneer 
work of Sir Jadunath Sarkar, entitled History of Aurangzeb. 
in five volunes, is still of great value. But it suffers 
fron certain defects, chiefly a pure narration of facts 
with little attcBpt at analysis, and secondly it lacks 
the evidence of a nunber of chronicles, documents and 
admiration manuals since available to the scholars* 
Moreover, as regards the account of Aurangzeb's second 
viceroyalty of the Deccan, many of the details necessary 
for a better understanding of the subject have been 
cursorily dealt with* ^noe, the need of a revised 
study of the subject was imperative* The present work 
seeks to fill this void* 
For evidence on the subject, the works consul-
ted have been listed in the Bibliography* Of the more 
important works now available mention many be made 
chiefly of the Tawarlkh-l«»Shah Jahanl by Sadiq Khan, 
in the India Office Library, London* The work gives 
some Important details of the second viceroyalty, par-
ticularly of Murshld Quli Khan*s revenue settlement. 
The NuBkha-l-Dllkusha of Bhim Sen Uurhanpurl, a M.S*, 
gives the rates of certain food-stuffs which had been 
(ix) 
cheapen in oonsequenoe of J^ irshid Qull Khan's details* 
The Adab~l-Alaaglri and Ruqattt-l-Alamglr are also a source 
of inforaation from the pen of Aurangzeb oontixlnlng very 
useful inforaatlon together with the version and comaents 
of Aurangzeb on his second adainistration o^he Mughal 
Oecoan ^nd the causes ol the wrang-^le between hia and 
Shah Jahan on many state policies and measures* Other 
iaportant authorities on the subject including the 
Badshah Naaa of Lahori, Badshah Naaa of Waris, Aaal^i-
Salih of Mohaaaad Salih Kambo, the Muntakhab-ul-Lubab 
of Khafi Khan, Wa>tiat-i»AlaBgiri of Aqil Khan Hazi, the 
Bagatin-us-Salatin. etc. 
Of special iaportance is the Tawarikh-i~Haft 
^rsi by an anonymous writer which deals with the history 
of Bijapur* It is a contemporary source rich in chronolo-
gy and supplementary iaportant lacuna in our inforaation* 
Soae ^rathi sources including the Mohaaaad 
Naaa. All Naaa have been studied to add to our knowledge 
of the subject. The Marathi rendering of the Hadigat-
ul-Alaa is of great value for the study of the subject* 
C H A P T E R I 
CONDITIONS AND THE REFORMS IN DECCAN 
CONDITIONS AND THE REFORMS IN DECCAN 
Aurangzeb*8 second v loeroya l ty ot the Ueooan 
(1653-58) 18 nemoruble lor itio rcoonstruotion ami re -
sett lement In the Mughal subaa of the Deocan. I t ultto 
displayed the adainistratltre t a l e n t s and o a p a b i l i t i e s 
of Aurangzeb as wel l as h i s mi l i tary s k i l l , taot and 
dashing courage* I t was during t h i s period that the ro-
se tt lement of the Deooan and the extens ion of Raja Todar 
Mal*s revenue system was e f f ec ted in the Deocan. Civ i l 
administrat ion was overhauled and geared out, c u l t i v a -
t i o n was encouraged, peasants were r e h a b i l i t a t e d , loans 
were granted to the ryots for boosting agr icu l tura l 
production and the army organisat ion and mi l i tary poten-
t i a l made more e f f i c i e n t and e f f e c t i v e . During h i s tenure 
of v i ceroya l ty Aurangzeb invaded Uolkunda and Oijapur and 
augmented h i s resources* The c i t y of ;\urangabad with i t s 
numerous bui ld ings owes i t s development and grandure to 
iUirangzeb's administration in the Deccan. 
Aurangzeb was appointed Viceroy of Deooan by 
Shah tlahan in Afghanistan on ITth July 1652^ while he was 
*• Tarikh-i-Shah Jahan by Mohd. sadiq Khan, f. 169b. 
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returning froa the Qandhar expedlton* He reaohed Narbada 
on lei Jan. 1663 and enoaaped Burhanpur, the capital of 
KbandeeU, while repairs were being Bade to the palace of 
2 
Burbiunpur* He stayed for three aonths in Uurhanpur and 
then left for ^UirangaDad and entered the fort of Daulatabad 
q ad 
on 25 Novenber. Aurangabad was foundj^by Aurangzeb on the 
site of Malik .\abar*8 Khirki during his first rioeroyalty 
of Deocan and was aade the Capital of the Mughal Deooan« 
Aurangzeb built a big palace close to the tank of Malik 
Aabar and aoved to the new city where his begua Dilras 
Bano died und was laid to rest. umA Cn his accession he 
built her aausoleua on the aodel of Taj Mahal. Other 
iaportant buildings built during Aurangzeb's viceroyalty 
were the big Jaoa Masjid and the Alaagiri Mahal. 
The period intervening between Aurangzeb*s 
first and the second viceroyalties of the Deocan was «/ 
decay, aaladministration inefficiency and deficits. 
Agriculture had languished and auch cultivated land was 
turjied into waste land, the peasants had left their occu-
pations and revenue had fallen off due to neglect and 
i* Ruqa'at-l-'Alaagiri of ^Vurangzeb collected by S. Najib 
Ashraf NadTl,Rnffaat. No. 16/48 
3* Travels in India by J.B. Tavernier, translated by 
V. Ball, vol. I, p. 146. 
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d«fauli on the part of administration. It was partly 
due to tbe Ireiuent changes of the goTernors. Tenures 
and the inooapetent viceroys were responsible to a large 
extent for the decline in the prosperity of the Deccan. Khan-1 
Dauran,^ Islaa Khan Uashhadi,^ Shah Nawaz Khan, Prince 
Murad,^ Sbuista Xhan^ and for soae tive Haja Jai Singh as 
acting governor, had served in the Decoan as governors* 
During the course of eight years, there were six viceroys 
till Aurangzeb again took over as viceroy in 1653. During 
these short viceroyalties the Mughal Deccan had suffered 
Disfflanageaent, confusion, financial strain und succession 
9 
ol bud crops and agricultural calaaities* The result was 
that the actual realization of revenue in the Deccan fell 
far below the standard estiaates. Though the revenue ol 
the four provinces ol the Deccan was estiaated at three 
trore sixty^two lakhs of rupees |>er annua but according to 
the Badshah-naaa of Lahori the actual realization in 1658 
was only one orore, that is even less than one-third of 
4. They were Khan-i-Dauran (May 1644-June 55); Jai Singh 
(officiated till 17th July 1645); Islaa Khan (July 1646-
Nov. 1647); Shah Nawaz Khan (officiated till July 1648); 
Prince Murad Bakhsb (July 1648-Sept. 1649) and Shaista 
Khan (Sept.1649-Sept. 1662). 
5. Maaeir-u1-Uaara by Shah Nawaz Khan, vol. I, pp. 749-758. 
6. islaa Khan was a very old aan, incapable of riding a 
horse (Maaslr-Hil-Uaara. vol. I, pp. 162-67) 
7. Warls, f. 19b. 
8. »arls, f. 38a. 
»• Haaair-ul-Oaara. Vol. II, pt. I, p. 166; Adab^l Alaagiri 
by Muoshi-ul- Muaalik Sheikh Abul Fatah Qabll Khan 
Thathwl, f. 30b. 
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the estlaate. 
The ootitiau«d defioit of tUe Mughal Deooan 
proviDoes was a strain on the iMperial treasury* As the 
InooMe from these provinces could not aeet the expenditure, 
the defioit had beooae noraal feature. The attempt on 
the part of Khan>i Dauran to send surplus inooae to the 
Enp«ror by nuking heavy ezaotions on the cultivators and 
iaposing extortionate payaents fro* the ryots had aade the 
countryside desolate and ruined. Instead of serving the 
isperial interest this viceroy had brought ruin to the 
peasants and agriculture. In view of these difficulties 
and olrouMstanoes in the Deccan, Shah Jahan had given 
instruotioDs to Aurangzeb to iaprove and extentt cultivation 
12 
and enhance the revenue resources of the Oeccan^ io that 
it should not remain a burden on the imperial treasury but 
should be self-sufficient in its reiiuiremenis and expenditure 
On assuBing the govemaent of the Mughal Deccan 
Aurangzeb found that the actual realisation of revenue was 
soae tine one->tenth of the nomal assessaent. In his letters 
^0* Bad shah Naaa by Abdul Haaid Lahori, Vol. II, p. 712. 
^1* Badshah Naaa. Vol. II, p. 376, 426. 
12. In the letter in which he (Shah Jahan) quoted the saying 
of a wlse-aan he expressed the hope that Aurangzeb will 
atleast bring prosperity to the Deccan. Aurangzeb and 
His Tiaes by Zaheeruddin faruki, p. 9{ 
Adab-l-Alaagiri. f. 23b; Maasir-ul-Uaara. Vol. I, p. 756. 
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to tb« JEteperor, Auranfseb ooapluins of the miaaanageaent 
13 pr«Talent In both Baglana and painghat. Aurangzeb'a 
finanoial d l f f l o u l t l a s were great Indeed. There was an 
annual deXiolt of rupees twenty lakh thlrty-s lx thousand 
which was i&ade good by taking from the several treasuries 
of the Deooan. In two years the cash balance in these 
treasuries fal len froa 80,60,000 rupees to rupees 
40,50,000*^^ Aurangzeb was perturbed at this reduction 
of the treasury balance in such a frontier province. 
Ills off icers were also claaouring for better Jagirs in 
l ieu of the Jagirs held by then. In this state of 
finanoial d e f i c i t s and confusion, Aurangzeb suggested a 
reaedy to shah Jahan by writing to hia that this de f i c i t 
of 2 / 3 lakh should be aet froa jagirs yielding equivalent 
sua of rupees and such jagirs should be turned into 
ifi khalisa. To coapensate these Jagirdars. Aurangzeb 
proposed that Jagirs, inpart^ should be given to hia and 
his high off icers in other provinces and the cash por-
tion of h is salary should be paid trom the treasuries of 
Malwa and Surat* But Shah Jahan allowed Aurangzeb to 
13.Adab»i-Alaaglri. f. 30b. 
ij4<Adab-i-Alaaglrl. f. aoa. 
I s . Adab^i-Alaagiri. ff. 24b, 3 ia . 
16. Ruqaat-1-Alaagjri. Buqaat No. 4/36, 12/68 
17. Adab-l-Alaaglri. f. 28a. 
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•zobang* hia own unproduotlro riefs for nore productive 
ones of his ^ agirdara» Aurangzeb did not take the fiefs 
of his oonpetent officers but took those ihooapotent or 
•inor officers. 
As regards the ather deuand of Aurangzeb in regard 
to the cash portion of his salary being made a charge on 
the treasuries of Malwa and Surat, Shati Jahan aade a nega-
tiTe reply but allowed the prince to take productive 
•ahals of the Deccan either fro« the crown land or froa 
the fiefs of hie officers. Aurangzeb asked for Elichpur 
18 
and Ankot, but the Eaperor took into account the stan-
dard revenue of these two districts while aaking a reduc-
tion froa his cash allowance. Thereupon, Aurangzeb, who 
knew that the actual realization froa these districts auch 
less, insisted on the old cash payment* I'J 1654, Shah 
Jahan sent Aurangzeb twenty-five lakhs of rupees from the 
treasuries of Malwa and for the reaalning five lakhs he was 
given some fiefs in NaMderbar but the actual realization 
froa these fiefs was rupees ninety-two thousand only. In 
consequence of this controversy the relations between 
father and son got strain and the correspondeoce which 
1. Adab-i-Alaagiri. ff, 28a, 29a. 
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follow«d to the Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb i s a pointer to 
19 the b i t t e r n e s s of f e e l i n g s between thea. 
Aurangzeb was urged on by Shah Jahan to extend 
c u l t i v a t i o n and enhance the revenues of the Deooan* 
Aurangzeb had doubled the revenue of aany l aha l s In three 
years,'^^ yet the Baperor censured hla for the delay the 
extension of the c u l t i v a t i o n and increas ing the population 
of the reg ion . 
REVENUE AND FINANCIAL agKOHliS: 
Aurangzeb*s second v ioeroya l ty aarkod a new aeao-
rable period In the h i s tory of land sett lement in the Deocan 
The Mughal Deocan was divided in to two regions-*—'the Pain-
gbat (low lands) coapris ing Khandesh and one-half of the 
Berar, and Balaghat (high lands) coapris ing the other 2i^ 
subas* The Piwan of Falnghat at t h i s t l a e was Multafat 
21 22 
Khan and the Diwan of Balaghat was lAirshid Qui! Khan 
who was an a d a l n i s t r a t i v e genias* lie becaae the Pi wan of 
23 
e n t i r e Mughal Oeccan in 1656* He introduced h i s revenue 
reforas in Balaghat f i r s t and won the adalrat ion and deep 
!»• Adab-l -Alaagir i . f f . 33b, 37b. 
20* Adab~i-Alaaglri . pp* 20a-b, 32a. 
2 1 . Maasir-ul«lJiiara. Vol . I l l , p . 502. 
2 2 . toiqaat«l-Alaagirl. Rugaat No. 6 /54 . 
S3. Rmjaat- l -Alaaglr i . *<uqaat No. 1/57. 
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oonfidenoe of Aurangxeb. 
The Deooari had no regular revenue s y s t e a . The 
plough syBten was in vague there* Ain^l-^ytbari refers to 
24 the prevalence of Natm eyatcM In Berar. Hut Sadiq Khan 
mentions that orop»8harlng and aoasureaent were unknown 
25 to the Decoan provinces s ince ancient t i n e s . He further 
w r i t e s , "On the contrary the e s tab l i shed pract ice was that 
each of the v i l l a g e r s and peasants t i l l e d as much land us 
he could with a plough and pair of oxen and grew what 
crop he l i k e d , 'vLether gra ins , or pot herbs, and paid to 
the a u t h o r i t i e s (sarkar) a l i t t l e poney on each plough, 
varying w i t h the t e r r i t o r y and the parganas; and there was 
no further enquiry about or regard paid to , the qual i ty 
26 
of crop. 
iki^rshid ijuli Khan thoroughly rea l i s ed the 
dls'^advantages of the plough system and atteapted to 
replace i t by other systeias* F i r s t l y , the systea of 
crop-sharing was tr ied* In the l e t t e r s of iurangzeb, 
there i s c l ear mention of th i s sys tea being applied to 
the e n t i r e t e r r i t o r y of the ^ g h a l Deccan including the 
24 . Ain-i-,Utbari. 1, p. 478. 
2 5 . Tawarikh-i~ Shah Jahani. MS ff* I8la^b. 
26 . Tawarikh-i-Sfaah Jahani. f f . 181a-b; Ma'asir-ul-Uiara. Vol. 
I l l , p . 497. 
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27 J a g l r i of the nobles* But hie brand oi the system of 
orop-ftharlng was d i f f e r e n t from tbat known to Northern 
India* Morelunu c a l l s i t the type of "d i f f erent ia l 
sharing** and holds i t to be derived froa Persian expe-> 
28 
rienoe in a d a i n i s t r a t i o n . According to t h i s systea a 
d i f f e r e n t i a l sca le was api^*lied to the revenue of various 
lands in regard to i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s * Froa the crop 
grown on r a i n f a l l one-half of the produce was taken by the 
state; froa the crops irrigated froa wells one-third was 
taken but in the case of sugarcane, f r u i t s and s p i c e s , 
the share of the s t a t e varied one-third to one-fourth. 
keeping^a view the c o s t of i r r i g a t i o n and as regards the 
f r u i t s the t i ae of ripening of the f r u i t s was taken inta 
cons iderat ion . Crops grown with canal i r r i g a t i o n had 
29 d i f f e r e n t rates* According to the statement of Sadiq 
Khan, the old sys tea of plough assessment was retained in 
30 
some reg ions . 
At a subsequent stage Murshid Quli Khan i n t r o -
duced the sys tea of aeasurement as the bas i s of assessment. 3] 
2T* Adab-i>Alaagirt. ff* 3Sa-3tia, 38b, 43a, 118a; 
Ru4aat- i -Alawgiri . Hu^aat Nos. 6 /54 , 7/65, 1/57, 14/100. 
28« Agrarian Systea of Moslea India. Moreland, p. 136. 
29. Muntakhab-ul-Labab. Khafi Khan, I , pp. 731-36; 
Tawarlkli-t-Shah Jahani. f f . lS2a-b; Maasir-ul-Uaara. 
Vol . I l l , pp. 497-98. 
30. Tawarikii-i-Shah Jahani. f. 182b. 
31 Nuskhaw.l-DiIku<;ha. Bhla Son Burhanpuri, MS., f. 7a. 
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AttraDcz«l» relatefi in h i s l e t t e r s thut Uie orop-nharlng 
32 
•yatett was very expensive , so , Murshld (juli Kban 
33 Measured the areas of a o s t of tiie parganas* t^rshid 
(^11 Khan took pains to perforv the Job under h i s personal 
supervis ion to oheok p a r t i a l i t y , i n j u s t i c e and oorruption*" 
"This honest and God-fearing Diwan often dragged the 
Measuring chain with h i s own hands." Consequently, 
in Berar and Aurangahad 905t of the vi l la | ;eB and in Khandesh 
•IK 
SOU had been Measured. Murshld (juli Khan deterained the 
rai or oorp-rate for every crop and f ixed dasturs per bigha. 
So with the reforns of Murshidnaeasurefflont was e x t e n s i v e l y 
taken in the Oeooan. Under the system introduced by 
Murshld ^uli IChuni the revenue at the f ixed rate of so 
•any rupees f e r bigha was as se s sed , actual sown area was 
neasured, the siuality and the 'luantity of the crop from 
the seed time to harvest and the market i>rice of the 
produce were a l l taken in to cons iderat ion in the nat ter 
36 
of assessment* I t was named iLarib or survey system* 
The system continued for centur ie s and was known in the 
32. Adab-i-Alamgiri. f f . 38b, 118a. Rujaat-i-Alamgiri . 
Ruiaat No. 16 /102 . 
3 3 . Tawartkh-i-thah Jahani. f. 18la. 
3^« Maaslr-ul-Umara. Vol. I l l , p. 496. 
35. Nuskha-l>Dilkusha, f. 7a; ilanuoci. Vol. I I , p. 424; 
TawArnier, Vol . I , p . 42 . 
36* Maaslr-ul-Umara. Vol. I l l , p. 49ti. 
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37 
D«ooan as "the dhara of lHurshid ^ull Kban." Aa regards 
tbe mode of paynent, the new systeii established the puysent 
in cash* 
Murshid v^uli Khan c a l l e d back the ryots , who had 
given up c u l t i v a t i o n , and populated the v i l l a g e s and 
39 
appointed honest and e f f i c i e n t ftfficers to bc&t a g r i c u l t u r e . 
Aains and Muqaddaas appointed by hia , were brought under 
s t r i c t c o n t r o l . care was taken that honest .\Biins should be 
appointed* Uoldiii^s were seasured, aarked out and recorded* 
Arable and rocky lands were d i s t i n g u i s h e d . In case of the 
death of a v i l l a g e head aan (Mu^ladda•) care was taken that 
h i s successor should b« a man of honesty, i n t e g r i t y and 
one who would encourage c u l t i v a t i o n . 
reasants in distrcHs^ed oircuastances were granted 
taqavi loans for the purchase oi bul locks , buffaloes and 
40 
other n e c e s s i t i e s of cu l t i va t ion* These loantri were 
recovered in i n s t a l n e n t s . Multafat Khan, the a s s i s t a n t 
of Murshid wuli tchan, proposed to r e a l i s e the advance within 
37. History of Aurangzeb by S i r J* Sarkar, Vol. 1, p. i94» 
38* Tawarikh-i-siiah Jahanl. f. ISlbj Ktontakhab-ul-Lubab, 
V«l . I . p. izi. 
39. T§nrar|y*»f 1-^^fh Jahani. f. 182a; >iuntakhab»il-Lubab,^»tlj.lii 
40* Tawarlkh-i»Shah Jahanl. f. 132a. 
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t»o years* Multatat Khao adTanced loans of b* 40,000 to 
50,000 as tamavl trou the l a p e r l a l trsasury for financing 
the oonstruotlon of daas (bandhs) In the subas of Khandesh 
42 
and Uerar to I rr iga te low-i»;^ylng lands. 
The re fon i s of Murshld (jull Khan resulted In 
prosperi ty of the region; laprovenent of agr icu l ture , r e -
h a b i l i t a t i o n of the people and Increase of revenue In the 
Mughal Decoan. Bhla Sen stated that In 1658, there was not 
a s i n g l e piece of waste land near Aurangabad, wheat and 
pulse were sold at 2 i aaunds a rupee, Jawar and bajra at 
3^ aaunds a rupee, no las ses at half a naund and yellow 
43 
o i l at four rupees* 
kEFOMMS IN MiLll'AiiY /iPMINlSTHATlON: 
i\urangzeb was alwftys considerate towards the able 
and honest o f f i c e r s and supported thea In the i r togltlaate 
44 deaands* The Emperor had Issued a regulat ion (dabtah-1 
dagh) that every a i l l t a r y o f f i c e r posted In Decoan was to 
bring h i s contingent to the aus ter , where the horses would 
be branded* This was a proper step to check t;he real 
4 1 . Adab-1-Alaaglrl . f. 53a . 
42 . Adab-l -Alaaglr l . f. 53a. 
43 . Wuskha-l-Dl1khusha. f. 
44 . Adab-1-Alaaglrl . f f . 2eb, 24a & b, 25b. 
^^* Badsfaafa Naaa, Lahorl, Vol. 1, p. 188. 
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quantity of the horses Maintained by the officers v^o 
irere posted in Deooan; if the affioers had less than the 
Du«ber assigned to his he would be required to return the 
excess aoney which he oharged. This order was Tery sound 
in principle but Avrangzeb took a realistio step against 
this regulation saying this order would bring hardship to the 
46 
officers who were liosted in the Decoan* Because the 
Decoan was not in a normal condition. Evidently, the 
officers could not realise their noraal pay froH their 
jagirs, soae of thea were not able eren to take their 
possessions in these Jagirs* Obviously, they wMpe aalnly 
depended upon their cash salaries, which were paid to 
them froB the fund of Daulatabad treasuries* If they would 
be forced to refund the excess money, their condition would 
become more worst what it had been. This would naturally 
effect the strength and efficiency ol the amy of the 
Mughal Deocan which had two powerful states on its borders, 
47 
who were friendly by no means to the Maghals. 
Another defect which was pointed out in the 
dagh regulation, was the reduction of the troopers pay 
from Vtt» 20/- to Rs. 17/- and te. 16/- per month.*® Central 
Government had taken this step to lessen the burden of heavy 
46. Adab-l-Alamgiri. f. 29b. 
47. Adab-i-Alamgiri. f. 29b. 
48* History of Aurang»eb, Vol. I, p. 196. 
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•xp«ndlture on tbe adaini s t r a t i on. But Aliran<zeb 
protested against i t that no horseaan oould carry on 
h iase l l ' in a 'proper f i gh t ing t r im. ' The Prince was 
aore eaphatio in explaining dangers of the enforoeaent 
49 
of t h i s regulation* Most of thea had been receiv ing 
iis. 3 2 / - per aonth froa the previous years and they hud 
got not as auoh aoney ot t h e i r horse branded as they should 
have done. So, ev ident ly , a large sua, in the fora oi' 
balance w a s ^ s t i l l in t h e i r names in the o f f i c i a l records. 
If the i aper ia l regulat ion was to enforce , these suns were 
to be r e a l i s e d froa the ^ a ^ i r s . So the oondit io | is of 
these j g g i r s would have been aore worst than prevai l ing 
in the reg ion . The o f f i c e r s in the Oeccan were not in a 
pos i t ion to re ta in t h e i r horses In f u l l s trength. This 
was purely a r i sk , because the provincial government wanted 
law and order in the region. Ueal i s ing the f a c t s , Shah 
Jahan accepted the arguaents of Aurangzeb and ceased to 
regulate the regula t ions in the Deccan and did not reduce 
the pay of the s o l d i e r s appointed in Oeccan* 
Besides revenue and f inance , Aurangzeb wanted 
51 to improve the condi t ions of h i s a r t l l l a r y - Mir Khalid, 
who was a capable o f f i c e r , was appointed Daro|i^ha-i-Topkhana 
in 1650. He took aeasures to eradicate the prevai l ing 
abuses in a r t l l l a r y * He reaained at h i s post only for one 
4tf> AaaB-UAlAttglH. f i . a8a. ^ta . 
SO. Adab-t-Alaagiri . f f . 29b, 36a, 97a. 
6 1 . Maaslr-ul-Uaara Vol . 1, ppi 786-88. 
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year* Ue v i s i t e d alaoatt every for t o i the province and 
found tliea in s t a t e of negleot* He provided ttien ttie 
needful provis ions and s tores* He made tbe musketeers to 
undsrco a t e s t ; be aade a target and gave a cbanoe to every 
body, to shoot with h i s aatohlook fron a dlstauoe of forty 
paces* Those who oould not h i t the «ark even once, were 
64 
reaoved trom the s e r v i c e . S i a l l a r l y the old aen, who 
were incapable In handling the Job, were put on pensions. 
By these e f f o r t s , he iaproved the e f f i c i e n c y and the capa-
b i l i t y of the a r t i l l e r y and the garrison with the savings 
58 Of U* 50,000 per year. Aurangzeb was highly pleased 
with c a p a b i l i t y und the c a l i b e r of Mir Khalil and as a 
aark of h i s appr ic ia t lon , he was appointed the Hi.ladar of 
Fatehabad, which was an iaportant format the frontier* 
Mir Khitlil was succeeded^Uushdar Khan and h i s successor was 
Blultafat Khan*^^ 
62. Maasir-ul-Uaara Vol* I , pp* 786-37, 
5 3 . ilaasir-ttl-Uaura Vol. I , pp. 786-87; Badgh^Oi Waaa. Warls 
f . 79b. 
64* Adab-i -Alaaglr l . f. a7b, 30b, 39b. 
55« Ruqaat-l^Alaagiri , Huqaat No* 6 / 5 3 , 7 /65, l l / 97» 
C H A P T E R I I 
AUAANOZSB AND GOLKONDA 
AURANGZEB AN» GOLKONDiV 
Golkonda was a prosperous country; tbe lund was 
fertile und carefully irrigated having a large and Industrious 
population* Uaidrabad, the Capital of the kingdon, was the 
centre of dianond trade^faaous all over the world. Tradesnen 
3 
assenbled here from far and near* Masulipattan, the best 
harbour and port in the Day of Bengal, was also a source 
of income of Golkonda. The forests of Golkonda, were fanons 
for the breed of costly elephants. Tobacco and Toddy Juices 
were also to increase the income of Golkonda. Consequently, 
Golkonda was a prosperous kingdoa, during the period under 
6 
review. 
The Deccan problea was a perpetual source of 
dlversence in the Mughal foreign policy. ;Vfter a long period 
7 
of conflict, peace was settled with Bijapur and Golkonda 
1. This description is based on Travels in India. Tavernier, 
1, py» 150-58, 176, 274; ill story of the Peooan by B.O. 
Cribble, I, p. 269; ^Vdabi-Alaigirl. ff. 37b. 46b. 60a. 
2. «uqaat-l-AlaBgirl. Rugaat No. 18/104 
3» A Few Letters of "Outub Shah and Mir Juwla Relating to 
Karnatik Affairs, by Jagdlsh Narayan sarkar in JBRS II 
June 1944, p. 167, Letter No. 15. (Letter fro« Qutub Shah, 
to Futullah Beg, Hayaldar of Masulipattaa). 
4. ill story of Aurangaeb. Vol. I, Sir J. Sarkar. P.»'* 
5* Travels in India. Vol. I, J.B. Tavernier, p. 158. 
6. Tavernier praises for the prosperity and fertility of 
Golkonda. 
7. iBperialistio policy oi the Mughals had b«en started froa 
the reign of Akbar* 
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in 1636. But in 1656, Aurangzeb, durlDg his second 
Yiotroyalty of Deooan, attacked the kingdon, because 
the Sultan had Tlolated the peace teras patched in 1636. 
Aurangzeb bad frequent causes, under one pretext to the 
other, to go against the Sultan* 
The Sultan of Golkondu had not taken the 
pemlssion of the Mughal Kaperor, his overlord, for the 
8 
conquest of Karnatik. the whole of Karnatik covering the 
territory below Krishna upto Tanjore, was divided Into a 
nuKber of "petty principalities, the Jaring fragiient of the 
g 
ruined eaplre of VIJay Nagar." In the treaty of 1636, a 
line of denarcation was drawn between the boundaries of 
Bijapur, Golkonda and the Mughal enpire, because, it was 
obvious, to be checked their expansion in the north, so 
the fultans of Bijapur and Colkonda started a race of the 
encroaohuent of their boundaries in Karnatik. Evidently, 
Sri Ranga Rayal, the King of Karnatik petitioned Aurangzeb 
for help and devanded political asylum in the iaperial 
court* In his petition, Sri aanga Rayal had written that 
•• Shah Jahan*s Relations with Golkonda by Yar Mohanmad Khan 
in Journal of Pakistan Historical society. Vol. 7, Pt. 11, 
1959, p* 91. 
9. History of Anranggeb. Vol* I, Sir J. Sarkar, p. 214. 
10. Badshah Na»a, Abdur"HaMld Lahori, Vol. I, B. pp. 170-74. 
11* Mir Juala, after his wrangle with the King of Golkonda, 
•ade ally with Sri R^mga Rayal, when the Mir was in his 
Jagir in Karnatik, and advised hia to approach the 
Mughals. Life of Mir Juala. Jagdish Narayan Sarkar, p. 62. 
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tbe Eaperor "should Incorporate h i s s ta te in to the protected 
t e r r i t o r i e s " and ordered the Deooanl Sultans not to raid h i s 
oountry, "he would pay f i f t y lakhs of huns. twenty e lephants , 
12 precious Jewels , as annual t r i b u t e , together with g i f t s * " 
He added In h i s conclusion that , "i f h i s being an unbel iever 
stood in the path of t h i s a s s i s t a n c e he would 
13 
embrace I s l a a with a l l h i s dependants." The p e t i t i o n of 
Sri Ranga Rayal was strongly reooanended by Aurangzeb and 
forwarded to the laper la l Court.^* The fiaperor, in response 
asked Aurangzeb to send an envoy to the Court of Sri Ranga 
Rayal; i f h i s re^iuest was genuine. So, Aurangxeb sent 
Mohawiad Munin to Sri Ranga Rayal. But, in the aeanwhile, 
Bijapur and Golkonda approached the l a p e r l a l Court and got 
the consent of the Eaperor to capture the t e r r i t o r i e s of 
V 1 6 Karnatak in l i e u of precious presents (nadhars). So, now, 
the Eaperor started to o r l t l o i x e the p o l i c y of Aurangseb, 
for sending h i s nan to the court of Sri Ranga Rayal against 
the Deooanl s t a t e s saying that the ac t of Aurangseb was not 
proper* And the fly|t^ei«t had dt>ne t h i s with the view to 
IT frighten the* and thereby to get handSOBS presents. 
12* Adab-1-Ala«glrt. f f . 31a-33b. 
13. Ruqaat-1-Ala«tgl r l . Ruqaat No. 1/84. 
14. Buqaat-l«>AlaM[irl. Ruqaat Nos. 6 /64 , l / 8 4 , 2 /86, 3/86; 
Adab- l -Alaaglr l . f f . 33b, 34b. 
15« B u q a a t - l - A l a i g l r l . Buqaat No. 3 / 8 6 . 
16. Adab-l-Alaautlrl. f f . 44a-b. 
17* Bugaat-l-Alaagiri. Suqaat No. 3/6. 
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Altbough the Emperor rebuked the Prince, ye t he forgot that 
he h i a e e l f gave the order for an envoy to be sent to the king 
of Karnat*Uc« Consequently, as a oonsequenoe of the s tep of th» 
Esiperor he wrote that the Sultans had plundered and looted 
the Karnattik but did not send anything to the court aut of the 
• a s t booty. in p o l i t i c a l diploaaoy i t was not proper to 
ignore the request of the Raja for asylua in the l aper ia l Court* 
He was ready to pay a handsoae peshkash. alongwith e lephants , 
and Jewels*• In addit ion to t h i s , he was even agreed to 
19 
eabraoe Is laa* When Aurangzeb, pointeu out t h i s f a c t , the 
Eaperor t r i ed to defend h i s cause that Adil Shah had sent 
a rare elephant* Aurangxeb's answer i s considerable , when 
he wrote to the l^peror that out of a v a s t booty Adil Shah 
had sent only one elephant and he was r e a l l y fortunate that 
20 the Eaperor had accepted h i s rare present* Aurangzeb 
taunted that perhaps, the e lephant, which was sent by Adil 
21 Shah was sore valuable than the o f f er of Sri Ranga aayal; 
now Aurangzeb had to write a l e t t e r to (jutbul llulk which was 
22 quite contradictory of h i s previous re la t ions* 
18. Adab»i-Ala»girit f f . 54b-55b. 
**• Mftb- i -Ala«gir i . ff* 3 ia-33b. 
20. Adab>l-Alaagiri. fX 34b. 
21. Buqaat-i-Alaagirl. Ruqaat No. 13/69* 
22. Soae tension was sprang between Aurangzeb and the king of 
Golkonda in his expansion in Karnatik. 
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Th« only iapaot of th i s confused polloy of the 
Iteperori upon tbe Binds of the Sultans, wss that they 
(Sultans of Bijapur and Golkonda) Ignored the vloeroy of 
Deooan. I t had beooae their be l ie f that, the only favour 
of Dara in the laperial Court, was necessary to gain their 
•lotives* Consequently, they violated the conditions which 
they agreed in the treat ies of 1636* 
The king of ttolkonda had proaised to pay two lakhs 
24 of huns, yearly as a tribute to the laperial ^overnaeot* 
Though the country was wealthy and prosperous, tjuthul Mulk 
had not paid the tribute and the aoney had gone to arrears* 
The Eaperor seeing the tribute in a huge aaount in arrears 
allowed hia to pay half of the tribute in cash and rest in 
2S 
elephantsf now, Aurangxeb arrived in Deooan, for the second 
t iae , in 1653, he adopted a stern attitude towards Qutbb 
Shah and asked hia ei ther to clear the arrears or to cede 
26 
any part of his territory* But the Sultan Abdullah Qutub 
Shah reaained unaoved in spite of the repeated reainders 
23* Bgqaat-'i-Alaagiri. Ruqaat No. 4/ i iO; Shah Jahan*s 
Helations with Golkonda by Yar Mohd. Khan, JPMS* Vol* 7, 
Pt. I I , iOBO, p* 96* 
24* Badshafa Naaa. Abdul Haaid Lahori, I B* pp* 130-35* 
25* Both Shah Jahan and Aurangxeb had suggested easy aethods 
of i t s payaent but (jutub Shah did not heed* 
Shah Jahan*s Relations with Golkonda by Yar Mohaaaad Khan 
JPUS Vol* 7 Pt. II , 1959, p* 92* ~ 
»«• History of Shah Jahan by Banarsi Prasad Saxena, p. 180* 
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27 both fro* the Saperor and th« Aurangseb. Increase in the 
exchange value of hun «ae a l s o one of ttie cause of non-
28 
pay»ent of the tr ibute by the king of tiolkonda. In 1636, 
when the treaty was s igned, the exchange value of a hun was 
lis. 4/- ,^® but in 1653 the rate of exchange between rupee and 
30 
hun increased upto Bs. 6 / - for a hun* Obviously, t^utub 
Shah had to pay 10 lakhs of rupees per year instead of 
8 lakhs* Anrangxeb was a l s o asking for the tr ibute with 
increas ing value* So, he reaained unaoved in s p i t e of 
32 
repeated warnings of Aurangzeb* 
Two teras were aore in the treaty of 1636 which 
were v io la t ed by the king of Golkonda. F i r s t l y , the naaos 
of the f i r s t four Caliphs and the naac of the Mughal Baperor 
33 
would be added in the Khutba of Golkonda, and secondly, 
the co in of the kingdoa would a l so be struck in the naae of 
Mughal Eapercr* Having taken the advantage of the s i t u a t i o n 
27* During h i s governorship of Deocan, Shaistu Khan had 
reainded td^tribute (arrears) to Abdullah Qutub Shah* 
History of Shah Jahaa b> B*P. Saxena, p. 180; 
Shah <lafaan*s Relat ions with ^olkonda by Yar Ifohaaaad Khan 
in JPUS Vol* 7, p t . I I , 1950, p* 92* 
2®* Badshah Naaa. Waris II, f* 113a. 
29. .\dab-i-Alaagiri. f* 56a. 
30* Badshah Naaa, Waris I I , f* 113a* 
3 1 . tfuqaat-i-Alaagiri. Uuqaat No* 9/95* 
3 2 . Shah Jahan*s Relat ions with Golkonda by Yar Mohaaaad Khan 
in JPUS* Vol. 7, p t . I I , p. 92 . 
3 3 . Aurangseb had wri t ten to Shah Jahan about the tyranny of 
(jtttbul Mulk, the cry of the subject of Haidrabad, h i s 
unsunni a c t i v i t i e s and h i s p o l i c y of sending yearly 
t r ibute to Persia* Kuqaat-1-Alaagiri . lituq^at No. 18/104. 
34. History of Shah Jahan by B.P. Saxena, p. 176. 
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at the iBpttrlal Court, and the ifaperor** deteriorated relations 
with Aurangseb, the Sultan of Golkonda gave up both the 
praotloes* Ue started the Caluaniation of the Sahabas 
(Krophet's ooapanions)* Be again re-established his re la-
tions with the safavide Shah of Persia. The Sultan hud 
given up to struck the naae of the Eaperor on the one side 
38 01 the coins and to recite the naae in the Khutba also* 
Consequently, the contradiction had been arisen upto the 
second viceroyalty of Anrongzeb in Deooan, between the 
King and the Eaperor* In such a condition a new incident 
ocoured which paved way for the contest of the swords* 
The incident, which led the Mughals to take 
sword against Golkonda, was the wrangle between Abdullah 
37 Qutub Shah, the king of Golkonda and Mir Juala,** his 
Priae Minister* Mir Mohawaad Said, afterwards known 
Mir JuBla, was the resident of Isphahan, he case to Deccan 
in 1630 and soon attracted the attention of Abdullah ^utub 
35. Mmiaat-i»Alaau[lrl. ituiiaat No* 18/104. 
36. Prince Auranggebt A study by Dr S* Moinul i m in «^ournal 
of Pakistan Uistorieal Society, Vol. X, 1962, pp. 196-7. 
37. Maasir-ul-U»ara by shah Nawas Khan, Vol* III , pp* 560-55. 
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Shah^ and tlie latter appointed hla as his Priaa Minister. 
Being a capable officer, he soon wielded his influence over 
the court* At this tiae Karnatak was the target of the 
enoroaobjsent of Bljapur and Golkonda. |h6 Sultan of tiol-
konda sent Mir Juala to conquer Karnatak. In the Karnatak, 
Mir JuBla showed his ability and the valour and occupied 
soae strongest fortresses and thereby, aaassed a great 
wealth and Jagir for hiaself* He was supposed to be the 
42 
richest aan of Oeccan of that tiae* The Bhenoalnal rise 
in the position and walth of Mir Juala, created suspicion 
in the aind of Sultan, furtheraore, the eneaies of Mir Juala 
did not let lose an opportunity to poison the ears of (^ utub 
41 Shah against the foraer. 
38« Hadi4at-u1-Alaa by Mir Alaa Translated in Marathia 
under the t i t l e Jtnj^ rsfeM^ .^ofrf" by V.^. Bandry, p. 89-90, 
30* Badshah Naaa. Waris II , f. 3i2a: Aaal-i-Salih. ftohaaaad 
Sabih Kaabo, I I I , p. 213; Hadiuat-ul-Alaa trT by V.G. 
Bandrey,pp. 89-90. 
40. Travels in India by T.B. Tavernier, *'ol. I, pp. 273, 269. 
41 . A Few Letters of ^utub Shah and Mir Juala. by J.N. sarkar 
in JBRS I I , 1944, Letter No. 12, pp. 165-66. 
42. Travels in Mnghal Eapire by Bernier, p. 18> Travels in 
India, by Tavernier. I* p. 170n; Storia do Mogar by 
N. Manucci, I* P. 223. 
43 . Tavernier, I , p. 165. 
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Being a shrewd pol i t ic ian Mir Juala already 
having anticipated his i l l prospects for the future at 
Golkonda court started his negotiations with the courts of 
Bijapun^^ Persia and he ilso requested for po l i t i ca l asyluB 
at the i4ighal Court, through the laperial ecToy then at 
Golkonda. Aurangzeb informed the Knperor abou^he wrangle 
48 between Mir Juala and tjutub Shah* He advised Emperor to 
4Q protect Mir JualaT But at the same time, Dara was trying 
to persuade the Emperor not to offer any as-istance to 
Mir Jumla because he was bound under the *ahads' ( treat ies) 
of 1636f according to which he could not reduce any of the 
off icers of the Sultans* Contradictory to th i s , the 
administrative ^ual i t ies i the successful military caree/^ 
and the wealth and resources of Mir Jumla attracted both the 
Qnperor and Aurangzeb to win over Mir Jumla.^ Both, Aurangzeb 
44* A Few Lettersjof^jjutlilL Shah and Mir Jumla by J.N. Sarkar» 
Letters Nos* 3, 4, 5 in JBRS II , 1944, pp* 175-76. 
dS. (Ujt^A^-'^-Uc^^'' ^ (^cct f^cs, /y^^ l3/ i04. 
m, KcJii^j^'X^"--*^ .^'"^'^^^^ ?• ^'"^ J )<-JL»^ ' Khan I , pp. 7 4 0 - 4 1 . 
47• LLkti g j WliU JUisia. J.Ki. SftrKar, p . « 6 . 
48* Adab-l-Alamglri. f. 339. 
49* Adab~i-Alamglri. f f . aSa-b; Ruqaat-1-Alamgiri. Ruqaat 
No. i l / 6 7 . 
50. Life ofMlr Jumla. J.N. Sarkar, p. 67. 
51« According to Tavernier, Mir Jumla had written to Prince 
Shtja for the f i r s t time but he did not receive a favour-
able reply. Travels in India, Tavernier I, p. 166. 
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and Dara bad failed In recapturing sandbar, Sbab Jaban, 
therefore, wanted to appoint Mir Juala to lead the fourth 
S3 
proposed expedittion to revire the lost laperial prestigOf 
Aurangzeb, on the other hand, planned to win over M« Mir 
together with hie enoraous wealth and amy to his side for 
future* In spite of Dara*a opposition, Aurangzeb got the 
request of Mir Juala approved by the Eaperor* Aurangzeb, 
atonoe, directed Mohannad lAiain, in the way to Karnatak, to 
55 
assure Mir Juala about the Imperial protection. For fear, 
that Mir Juala night not join the Mughals, Qutbul Mulk 
eft 
recalled hia to court with delusive flattery* The idea, 
behind the recall, was to arrest Mir Juala. Sonehow, the 
evil intention of (jutub Shah became known to Mir Juala, he 
escaped and reached Karnatak in his own Jagir. In the 
•eantiae, Mohawaad Aaln, son of Mir Juala assured the Mughal 
envoy, that his father would Join the ^ ghals provided . 
he was to receive due favours which he deserved* Ifeanwhile, 
52* Storia do mogor, Manuccl I, pp* 226>29* 
53* Storia do Mogor Manuoci I, p* 227* 
5«* Badshah Naaa. Waris II, p* 312. 
S5. Ruqaat- l«Ala«giri . Ruqaat No. 13/69* 
66. Ruqaat-i Alaagiri. Ruqaat No. 13/69* 
57* Tavernier says that Qutbul Mulk was proposed to poison 
Mir JuBla, by his courtiers* Travels in India I, p. 165. 
58* Ruqaat-l*»Alamlri. Ruqaat No. 15/71; Adab-^i-Alaaglrl. f .35a 
59* Ruqaat"! Alaaglri. Ruqaat No* 3/86* 
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60 
the saoret of Uir Jiuila was d lso losed* Now i t wa« 
obvious to Aaraogzeb to ask Mir Juala, through Ifohaaaad 
6i IfuBiin, to Join the Mughal sorvioos openly. On the 
other hand, the king of Golkonda or the Deooani s t a t e s 
did not l i k e Mir Juala jo in ing the Mughals; I t oould 
weaken then and strengthen the Mughals* Consequently, 
they Bade the i r e f f o r t s to appease Mir Juala. Now the 
p o s i t i o n of Mir Juala was strong. Mohaaunad Mualn a e t 
63 Mir Juala in h i s Jag ir and sent the report to Aurangzeh* 
Aurangzeb wrote to h i s father that Mir Juala was not so 
aueh in teres t ed in o f fer ing , h i a s e l f , for the l aper ia l 
senrioe* Aarangzeb wrote to h i s father that " i t 
appears", that "this in tent ion i s not froa the oare of 
the heart?^ As he had held over the populous kingdoa, 
oontaining f o r t s , ports and a i n e s , bes ides a strong amy, 
aaple resources and able o f f i c e r s , he has not reoonoiled 
h i a s e l f with h i s old aaster and has a l so refused service 
66 
to Bijapur*" Aurangzeb adds, "his profess ion of sub-
a i s s i o n to l a p e r i a l Court i s a a a t t e r of p o l i c y and so 
long as he can dexter ious ly avert the h o s t i l i t y of the 
60* Adab-i -Alaagir i . f t . 36b, 40a. 
61» Life of Mir Juala by J.N. Sarkar, pp. 68-9 . 
62* Life of Mir Juala by J .N. Sarkar, pp. 68-69. 
63* Buqaat-i-Alaa&iri . Buqaat No. 1/88. 
64 . Buqaat- i -Alaagir i . Buqaat No. 2 /88 . 
65 . Adab-i -Alaagir i . f. 39a. 
66. Bttdaat- l-Alaagiri . ttuqaat No. 2 /88 . 
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two Sultans he will not leave the oountry and turn to 
AT 
any other plaoe* 
But how long this policy oould be prolonged, 
as the oonsequenoe of the policy of Mir Juala, both the 
Sultans (Bijapur and Golkonda) beoaae angry with the 
double dealer and Joined their forces to crush his. 
Now, Mir JuHla realised his difficulty, because his 
faally and property was in Golkondu while he hiaself 
was in his Jagir in Karnatak* ^ , therefore^ started 
negotiations with Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb conveyed the 
whole situation to the Eaperor and wrote that Mir Juala 
had strong hopes of getting protection froa the laperial 
Court because he had no other source to safeguard hi»-
self against the supression of the Decoan iniltans* 
The Eaperor allowed Aurangzeb to invite Mir Juala with 
70 his son to Join the laperial services* And the 
Eaperor sent Mohaoaad 'Arif Kashairi with an ofler of 
a aansab of 5000 to Mir Juala and a aansab of 2000 for 
71 his son Mohanaad Anin. Meanwhile, sonehow, Mohaaaad 
Aain was arrested alongwith the faally and property 
^f* Adab-i-Alaagiri. f. 39a. 
68 . Ruqaat- i -Alaagir i . Ruqaat No. 4 /90 . 
69* Adab-1-Ala«giri , f f . 36b, 40a. 
70, Ruqgat- i -Alaagir l . Huqaat No. i 5 / l O . 
71. Badshah Naaa. Waris II, p. 312; Aaal-i Salih. 
Kaabo III, p. 213; Nuskha-1 Dilkusha, Bhia Sen 
12a. 
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72 
of Mir JuMla* Aurangx«b requested Shah Jahan to 
wri te to the king of ('olkonda to s e t the property and 
faaiily of Mir Juala free alongwith h i s son, because they 
both, father and son, wttre noir under the sh ie ld of pro-
73 t e c t i o n of the laper ia l Governaent* According to 
Bernier, Mir Juala had wr i t t en to Aurangzeb, to pay 
8s. 50,000/0 per day during the expedit ion against Golkonda, 
74 for the nuintenance of the expenditure. Consequently, 
Aurangzeb, suggested the Eaperor to launch an expedit ion 
against Golkonda, e i t h e r in h i s own ooanandiaBtship or 
under the cowiandantshlp of h i s son Prince Sultan Mohaa-
7S 
•ad. Aurangzeb posted a contingent in the fort of 
Qandhar, froa Jatya, which was in the Midway between 
76 Aurangabad and Golkonda under Had! Dad Khan. Aurangzeb 
was also ordered to writ* to Qutbul Mulk to release 
72. Ruqaat-l-Ala«giri. Ruqaat No. 16/i02; Muntakhab-ul-
Lubab. Khafl Khan I, pp. 740*41: Tawarlkh-1-Shah 
Jahanl. Sadlq Khan, 184a» 
73* Ruqaat-l»Alasigirl. Ruqaat No. 9 /95; Aurangzeb had 
a l so wri t ten to ^ t b u l Mulk to re lease Mohammad 
ABin; in the answer Qutbul lAilk rep l i ed , *You have 
given an ind lcat ioh regarding the ImpriscnBent of 
the son of Mohanmad Said " A few Let ters of 
Qutub Shah and **ir Juala by J.N. Sarkar, Letter No. 
12a (<^utub Shah's l e t t e r to Aurangzeb) in Journal 
of Bihar Research Soc ie ty . Vol. 30, Pt. I I , 1944, p. 
166. 
74* "I w i l l defroy the whole expense of the expedit ion, 
and engage to pay f i f t y thousand rupptes d a i l y during 
the t i a e I t aay be in progress ." Travels in the 
Moghal asp ire . Bernier, p. 20. 
75* Badshah Nama. Waris I I , p. 325| Adab-1-Alaigir l . 45a. 
76 . Ruqaat- l -Alaagir l . Ruqaat No. 10/96* 
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Mohauiiid Anln along with the faal ly and property. 
Aurangzeb carried out these Instructions. In his 
l e t t e r to Shah Jahan, Aurangxeb had written that he had 
carried out the Instructions of the i^peror and had sent 
the inloraatlon to the king of Golkonda, that either 
he should release the faai ly of the Mir Jvmla. or his 
territory would be raided by the Mughals because they 
78 
were, then, under the service of Mughal Governaent. 
By the above order, though Aurangzeb was ful ly 
79 
authorised to launch an expedition against the Golkonda. 
&eing afraid of the court party's interference in his 
po l i c i e s , Aurangzeb wrote a precautionary l e t t er to 
the Etaperor, "If the doors of aachination of the agents 
of Sultan and acceptance of their presents are closed 
and no interference froa that side i s aade then the 
entire t err i tor ies , which Mir Juala, had conquered in the 
Karnatak, and which are not l e s s extensive than the 
kingdoa of Golkonda i t s e l f with a l l i t s precious treasu-
r i e s , wi l l be conquerred and added to the Eapire without 
77. Ruqaat-i-Alaagiri, Buqaat No. 10/96. 
78* Huqaat-i-Alaagiri. Ruqaat No. 10/96. 
79* Badshah Naaa. Waris II, p. 335; Aaal-i-Salih. Kambo 
III, p. 222. 
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80 Buoh difficulty*** Awrangzeb, ag«ia wrote a letter, 
in wbloh he again, expressed hie Tiewe of oooupying tbe 
Karnatak and not to have any hindrenoe froa the courts 
because, the King of Golkonda Might approach the court 
81 
and the ioterested courtiers night have favoured hia* 
After these precautions Aurangzeb sent his soa 
Prince Sultan MohamBad to release Mohasmad A»in froB ' 
82 the iBprisoDBent of the court of Golkonda. Prince 
83 Sultan Mohanaad reached Nander on 7 July 1656. But 
Qutbul Hulk did not pay attention, towards the arrival 
of f'rinoe Sultan MoheuBBad, because he was expecting help 
84 froB Bijapur. Bljapuri help to Golkonda was half 
hearted* The Bijapuri Sultan sent an aray under Afzal 
86 
Khan, but i t never went beyond Nander* After two'weeks 
80* Ruqaat-i«»AlaBgiri. Ruqaat No* 12/98* 
81* Buqaat- i -Alaagir i . Huqaat No. 16/102. 
82 . Aurangzeb and Mir JuBla had aade a plan of double 
attack on Golkonda, foraer aarohing froa the north 
and l a t t e r froa the south. Travels in India. Tavernier 
I , p. 167. 
8 3 . Maaeir-ul-Uaara by Shah Nawaz Khan, I I I , p. 532) 
A a a l - 1 - s a l i h KaBbo I I I , p. 222j Muntakhab^ul-Lubab 
Khafi Khan I , p. 741. 
84 . Buqaat- i -Alaagirt . Suqaat No. 14/100. Aqil Khan 
Razi says that Aurangzeb had declared that the Prince 
was going to h i s uncle in Bengal v i a Orissa . Waglat-l 
A laag ir i . Aqil Khan Razi, p. 17; Khafi Khan says that 
he was going there for aarr iage; Muntakhab-ul-Lubab 
Vol. I , p. 741J But Bernier dec lares that the horses 
were of an aabassador escorted to Qutbul Uulk. 
Travels in Mogul Eapire. p. 20. 
86* Adil Shah wanted to help Golkonda but due to the fear 
of the power of lAighals he was h e s i t a t i n g . 
86• Rugaat- l -Alaagir l . Ruqaat Nos. 16/102, lX/97, 12/98, 
16/101. 
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of the departure of Prlnoe Sultan Mohamad* Aurangxob 
decided to proceed and to take the charge of operation 
In hie own handa* ' Reallelng the condition due to the 
regular proceedlnge of the Mughale, Qutbul Mulk releaeed 
R7 
liohaaaad Aailn. Vpto that Qutbul Hulk had got a etern 
l e t t e r fron the Eaperor about the re leaee of Mohawiad 
aa Aaln. Because the king had not , ye t , released the 
89 family and property of the Mir, Aurangseb ordered h i s 
90 
son to stay near Ualdrabad* Obviously, Prince Sultan 
Mohaomad enoanped a t Uussaln Sagar* Now, Qutbul Mulk 
91 
shut himself In the for t of tiolkonda. During the t ine 
Prlnoe Sultan Mohaamad*s s tay at Uussaln Sagar, the 
p o l i c y of Qutbul Mulk was quite Inoonprehenslble* He 
used to send presents to the Prince with the request 
of peace s e t t l e c e n t , on the other hand, h i s troops 
92 frequently attacked the Mughal Caap. Because Prince 
Sultan Mohaaaad was In an open p lace , so i t was d i f f i c u l t 
87* Ruqaat-l»Ala«glrl . Ruq^at No. IS/ lOl; Awal- l -Sal lh 
Mohaamad Sa l lb Kaabo, I I I , p. 222. 
88 . Badshah Wa«a. Warls I I , p. 336. Sadlq says that 
Qutbul Mulk released Mohannad Aaln with h i s Bother 
and soae property. Tawarlkh-1-Shah Jahanl. f» 185a. 
89 . Caabrldge History of India. Vol. IT, p. 208. 
00* Waqlat-1-Alaaglrl . Aqll Khan Razl, p. 18; AaalUH'Sallh 
Kaabo I I I , p. 223; Tawarlkh-l-8hah Jahanl Sadlq Khan, 
f* 185a; Mttntakhab-ul«Uibab. Khafl Khan I . p. ^ 4 2 . 
91* Ruqaat-l»AlasMlrt. Ruqaatnio. 16/102; Muntakhab-ttX»Lubab 
Khafl Khan I , pp. 742^44. 
92. Mnntakhab-ul»Uibab. Khafl Khan, I , p. 742* 
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for hiB to safeguard bis •en against these daily 
skrivishes* Consetiuently Prince Sultan Mohaanad aoved 
into tbe city Ualdrabad* Now Qutbul Itolk was in a 
oritloal position, he, now, stiurted for negotiations 
heartedly, but Prlnoe Sultan Mohannad denied bis request 
saying that he was unable to take any decision till the 
arrival of his father* The Golkonda forces started 
to attack the Prlnoe Sultan Mohamad froa the raapart 
of the Golkonda fort* On 6th February, Aurangzeb 
reached Ualdrabad; on the sane day, the Infantry aen 
of Golkonda, ten to twelve thousand in nuaber, began 
96 to throw rockets and bullets on his forces* Qutbul-
Mulk thus offered Aurangzeb with a oasusbelll* Without 
having any rest, Aurangzeb sent his troops and elephants 
* 97 
to face the Golkonda forces* In the evening Golkonda 
forces were routed* 
98 Despite the lack of heavy guns, Aurangzeb 
decided to besiege the fort of Golkonda without further 
99 delay. Consequently, without the heavy guns, which 
93. Tawarikh-1-Shah Jahani. Sadiq Khan, p* 18Sb; 
Waqlat-1-AlaBgirl. Aqil Khan, Razl pp. 18*19. 
94«'Prini!te^ Jterangzeb8 A Study'by Dr S. Moinul Haq in 
JPHS. Vol. X, 1962, p. 201; History of Aurangzeb 
by Sir J. Sarkar, I, p* 233. 
^^* Aaal~l-sallh. Mohd* Sallh Kaabo III, p. 223* 
96* Badshah Na»a. Waris II, pp* 338-9* 
97. Bad shah i^ aaa. Warls II, pp. 338-9* 
98* Shaista Khan and others, who were sent by the order of 
the fiaperor to assist Aurangzeb In the expedition, 
also had not heavy guns with thea* 
99* Adab-1-Alaaglrl. f. 81a; Travels in India. Tavernier, 
I, pp. 168-69. 
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were too nocessary to undortako suoh a strong fort, the 
aiego was ••re a eurroiuidlng of the fort* '^'he skrlBlehee 
had been fought on 12 February near the wall and on 30 
March 20 Bllea far froa the fort. In both the olashes the 
Golkonda forces realised that to ezpell the Mughals was 
beyond their power. The Sultan, therefore, started 
•alclng appeals and sending pre sen Aurangzeb, but 
the latter was deteralned to bring the Deooan problea 
to an end by conquering ^olkonda. 
In these conditions — Golkonda was besieged 
by Aurangzeb, Qutbul Mulk was aaklng efforts to sake 
peace with the fomer — the agents of Qutbul Mulk 
approaohed Dara at the court and he, alongwith, some 
Influenlflal courtiers persuaded the Eaperor for the 
102 peace with Golkonda. In the neantlae, the terns of 
peace were still waited froa the Eaperori Aurangzeb, 
103 
already, in advance, forwarded his own terns. When 
100. Storia do Mogor. Manucol, I, p. 226; History of 
Awrangzeb. Sir J. Sarkar I, p. 237. 
101* Hadlqat»ul»Alai. Mir Alau, Tr. by V.^. ^endrey, p. 93. 
102. Adab-1-Alaagiri. 59a, 69b. 
103. MuBtakhab-ul-Lubab, Khafi Khan I, pp746*47; Tawarlkh-1 
Shah Jafaanl. Sad14 Khan, pp. I87b-188a. 
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being pressed harder by the besiegers , i jutbul DAilk sent 
104 h i s Mother to s e t t l e the peace terms, on h i s behalf . 
The plea behind t h i s polio> was, that Aurangzeb would 
consider the old iros«a*s request . Aurangzeb, as was 
expected, read i ly oaate to terns with the old woKan. 
ijutbul Mulk was to pay one crore rupees as war indea-
n i t y , alongwith the elephants and Jewels and iie offered 
the hand of h i s daughter in Marriage to Prince Sultan 
Mohawsad, son of Aurangzeb*. Another c lause of the 
treaty as referred by the Trave l lers was the agreeaent 
that a f t er the death of Qutbul Mulk, Prince ^ I t a n 
Mohammad would be the king of ^olkonda. * 
The Bmperor* s order from Delhi about the 
immediate withdrawal of the troops took Aurangzeb by 
104« Amal- i -Sal ih . Mohammad Sa l ih Kambo, I I I , p. 228. 
105. Bad shah Nama. Waris, I I , p* 343; lluntakhab-ul-Lubab 
Khafi Khan, I , p* 747; Tawarikh-i»Shah Jahanl. 
Sadiq Khan, pp. 188b-189a( Nuskha-i*Dilkusha, 
Bhim sen, p. 12a; Waqiat-1-Alamgiri. Anil Khan 
Razi, pp« 19*20; AmaX-i^Salih. Kambo I I I , p* 229* 
106* Bernier, pp* 2 1 - 2 2 | Ta»efpler. I , p. 169; Manucoi 
I , p. 226. Yar Mohammad Khan says that t h i s c lause 
was kept s e c r e t ; when Shah Jahan came to know 
the Truth, he dropped i t from the Treaty* 
JPHS. Vol . 7 Pt . I I , 1969, p. 91 and 97n. 
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surprlse because he already had agreed to patoh a peace. 
NeTertheless, Aurangxeb oarried out the laperlal faraan 
107 
and on 20 March 1656, ordered his forces to retire* 
After four days, his son was aarrled to 'Sahiah', 
the daughter of Qutbul-Mulk and on 10 Apri l , she case 
108 to the oaap of her husband, Prince Sultan liohaoKad* 
The king swore an oath on <^ran not to disobey the 
109 Eaperor in future. The king had to cede Rwiglr 
d i s t r i c t bes ides the t r ibute . A reduction of 15 
lakhs was aade In the f i r s t ins t . i laent of tr ibute at the 
request of h i s Bother and the Iflaperor further reduced 
20 lakhs.^^^ 
107. Tawarlkh-l-Shah Jahanl. sadiq, pp. 188b-189a; Asial-i-. 
Sa l lh . Mohd. Sa l lh Kaabo. I l l , p. 229| Hadigat^HiT^ 
Alaa. Mir Alaa Tr* by V.C. Bendrey, p« 94 . 
108« Hadiqat-ul-Alai by Mir Ala«, Tr. by V.C. Bendry, p.94 
109* fiernler say« that Ranglr d i s t r i c t was given as the 
dowery of the marriage of the daughter of the king 
with the Prince. Travels in ttoghttl Eapire. p. 22. 
^10* Aaal-1-Sallh. Mohd. Sallh Kaabo, III, p. 230. 
111. KhafjLIObian I , p. 760; Hadlqat-ul»Ala». Mir Alaa 
Tr. by V.C. Bendrey, p. 94. 
C H A P T E R III 
AURAN6ZEB AND BIJAPUR 
AUHANGZEB AND BIJAPUR 
the MugUal Adil ShahlAbetween 1636-57 had been 
oordial and peaceful* The Sultan of Bljapur, Mohaamad 
Adil Shah exchanged presents and friendly despatches 
with Shah Jahan. Shah Jahan was very such pleased 
with the sultan of Bijapur for his piety, impartial 
Justice and devotion to his people in enhancing their 
2 
prosperity and happiness* 
Under the rule of Mohanmad V^dil Shah (1626-56) 
the kingdom of Bijapur reached the apex of its glory, 
magnifioienoe, prosperity, power and territorial expan-
sion. In this period of peace with the Mughal Empire 
and the kingdom of Golkonda, the Sultan of Bijapur extend-
ed his dominions into the Konkan in the west, the Karnatak 
in the east and li(y^sore in the south. In 1654, he 
conquered some parts of the Portuguese occupied territo-
3 
ries of Goa and Sal Sette* As a result of this terri-
torial encroachment, the boundaries of Bijapur kingdom 
*^ Badshah Nama. Waris, ff* 90a, 98a. 
^* Badshah Nama. waris, ff* 101a, ll3a. 
3. The Portuguese in India, P.O. Danvers, Vol. II, p. 308. 
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reaobed froM the Arabian sea in the west to the Bay of 
Bengal in the east aoross the entire Indian peninsula. 
The portion of the Ahaadnagar kingdoa foraally confiraed 
in his possession by the treaty of i636 with the Mughal 
Eaperor, together with the wide conquests aade by 
hiB in the south, aade Bijapur wealthy, aighty and 
prosperous* Shah Jahan recognised his aerits and rising 
7 power by calling hia *Shah* or king. 
But cer ta in ac t s of the Sultan displeased 
Shah Jahan e . g . , elephant-ooabat pract ised by the Sultan 
out - s ide h i s f o r t and the oonfiraent by hia of the t i t l e 
8 
of Khan-i^Khaoa on h i s aos t iaportant noble which were 
considered by Shah Jahan as i n i t i a t i n g the rega l i a and the 
high prerogatlYSs of the l&ighal Eaperor and thereby 
o 
o la ia lng a pos i t i on of equa l i ty with the Eaperor* 
According to S ir Jadunath Sarkar, the treaty 
1636 Bade liohaaaad Adil Shah, the Sultan of Bijapur, 
4 . History of Aurangaeb. Vol. I , p. 255. 
^* Bad shah Naaa. 4bdul Haaid Lahori, Vol. I , Ft. B. , 
pp. 170-74. 
6 . Basa t ln -us -Sa la t in . Mirza Ibrahia | u b a i r i , pp. 329-
31* 
7 . Basat ia -us»Sala t ln . Mirza Ibrahia Zubairi, pp. 224-25; 
Adab-i«>AlaaKirl. f t 44a. 
8* Bas>tia«»us-SalatiH. M. Ibrahia Zubairi, p. 342. 
9« BasatlD-tts-Salatin, Zubairi, pp. 342*3* 
10. Badshah Naaa, Abdul Haaid Lahori, I B, pp. 170-74* 
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a subordinate a l l y of the ^ g h a l fiaperor, Shah Jahan. 
And there wae a friendly exchange of pre'sents between 
the two. This reaark arises fron an incorrect aeaning 
placed upon the tera peshkash in the present context* 
When he says that the Sultan ot Bijapur had not beooae 
a vassal king nor bound hlaself to pay annual peshkash* 
he erred In this Interpretation "as presents and not 
as tribute.* ^^  Peshkash in i t s e l f was the symbol 
of the superiority of the king to whoa i t was paidj to 
accept the payment of peshkash aeans to consider one's 
OTsrlordshlp. And according to the treaty of 1636,' 
Sultan of Biiapur had agreed to pay the peshkash to the 
13 SBperor« in other wordSt he had recognised the suze-
raignty of the Mughal Eaperor.Jadunattv Sarkar* s view 
about the *equal a l ly* , thereof, appears to be vague. 
The point that Bijapur accepted MughaTs overlordshlp 
can also be confinted by the facts that Shah Jahan 
condeaned Adll Shah several t iaes because soae actions 
of the Sultan were offensive to the fiaperor, which 
11. "Bijapur was not a vassal s tate , but an Independent 
equal a l l y of the Mughal Eaperor " History 
of Aurangseb. Vol. I , p. 263. 
12. The word * peshkash* used by Lahori ^^ nd Waris was used 
in the sense of 'presents* and not that of 'tribute.* 
History ot Aaranggeb. Vol. I , p. 255n. 
13* Badshah Naaa. Abdul Haald Lahori, I B. 170. 
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showed that the Sultan had no respeot for the Baperor'« 
•xoluslT* prerogatives* 
Brer sinoe 1636, Sultan Mohaauiad Adll Shah 
reaalned at peace with the Eaperor. In 1642-43, Adll 
Shah had iMprleoned Mustafa Khan, being afraid of his 
growing power. This action of his displeased Shah 
Jahan, because liistafa Khan was patronised by the 
Mughals* The Eaperor took a serious note of it and 
Adll Shah released Mustafa Khan and restored hi* to his 
I S 
previous position and posts* Shah Jahan was thus 
faoif ied. In 1648, Shah Jahan addressed Adil Shah with 
16 
the t i t l e *Shah' instead of Khan* This t i t l e inoreased 
the glory of the Sultan; but Adil Shah did not realise 
his subordinate position ami often neglected the basic 
principle involved in the treaty and considered hlaself 
In terns of a fu l l sovereignty. Ue conferred the t i t l e 
17 of <Khan-i»Khana< to his chief noble* He began to 
14* Basatin-us-Salatin. Mirza Ibrahia Zubairi, p. 308 
15. BasatiB-us-Salatin. Mirza Ibrahia Zubairl, p. 309. 
16. Aurangzeb refers to the granting of th is t i t l e in a 
l e t t er written to Shah Jahan in 1654, Adab-l-Alaagiri. 
f. 44a. 
17* Basatin-us-Salatio. Mirza Ibrahia Zubairl, p* 342. 
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obs«rT« bis court etiquette and foraalitiee on the 
•odel of the Mughal Eaperor and he witnessed elephant 
ooabats In the open plaoe outside his palacei which was 
18 
considered to be the special right of a full sovereign. 
Shah Jahan condeaned Adil Shah and wrote hia a letter 
19 pointing out that he had v io la ted the peace tenis* 
At the a r r i v a l of the l e t t e r in the court , Adil Shah 
consulted h i s cour t i e r s with regard to the answer to be 
20 given* Adil Shah a f t e r having consul ta t ion with his 
nobles wrote back to the answer tha t , "They were ready to 
2i 
seasure t he i r swords with the blades of Hindustan*" 
On the sane evening, Adil Shah consulted Afzal iChan, 
h is p rea ie r noble, to know the rea l repuroussions ot 
the war with the Mughals* Afzal Khan speculated before 
him the hor r ib le consequences of war observing "Only 
lanentat ion and gr ief would be heard in the place of 
these Joyous sounds* Wherever side may win, every house 
wi l l aourn soae deaths and the peaple know no peace or 
18. Basat in- t ts-Salat in . Mirza Ibrahia Zubair i , p . 342* 
19. Basat in-us^Salat in . Mirza Ibrahia Zubalri , p . 343* 
20. Ba«atiB-us-3alat in. Mirza Ibrahia Zubalri , p . 343c 
2 1 . Adab-i-Alamgiri. f. 40b. 
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22 
happiness* Adil Shah rea l i sed the consequence of 
war by the t l n e l y warning of Afzal Khan* He withdrew 
23 the l e t t e r purported to be sent to the Eaperori and 
redrafted a l e t t e r which changed the threatening tone 
of the l e t t e r in to apology and further reassured h i s to 
stop the p r a c t i c e s which had annoyed the Eaperor* 
S t i l l Adil Shah did not r e a l i s e that he was 
under the suzeraignty of the Mughal Hiaperor* He had 
given up the pract ice of walking forward for greet ing the 
l a p e r i a l farian^ because i t was the ciear syabol of the 
24 
acceptance of the overlordship* After coning to know 
the real s ta te of a f f a i r , t h e Emperor wrote to Aurangzeb. 
The l a t t e r wrote to the f o m e r in h i s reply that , "This 
t ine a l s o , h i s in tent ion was to deprive h inse l f of the 
honour, as on the previous occas ions*••^as soon he heard 
of the arr iva l of the Inperia l faman^ he declared 
h i n s e l f to be i l l , in order to defeat the purpose of 
25 the observance of the cerenony oi rece iv ing the farnan* 
22* Basat ln -us -Sa la t in . Mirza Ibrahin Zubairi, p* 341* 
23* Basa t la -us -Sa la t in . Mirza Ibrahin Zubatri, ip* 341-42* 
24* Ruqaat-1-Alanglri . Ruqaat No. l / l 0 6 * 
25* Ruqaat-i-Alaa^iri , Ruqaat No. l / l 0 6 * 
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Auranszeb 8«nt h i s haj l£» to the court ot fiijapur to 
know the in t en t ion of the Sultan, but the l a t t « r was 
26 
unable to explain the oause . 
In the peace s e t t l e a e n t a l i n e of demarcation 
was drawn between the boundaries of Bijapur, Golkonda 
27 r» 
and the territory of ^ghal Eaplre, neoause of puttiiut 
a check to the expansion of Bijapur in the north, the 
Bijapur kingdoa expanded In all the other three directions* 
Adil Shah aade alliance with the king of Golkonda to 
28 
conquer Karnatak* Consequently the allied forces of 
Bijapur and Golkonda swarmed into Karnatak* When 
20 Aurangzeb came to know of this fact, he wrote to Shah-
26« Ruqaat'-i-Alamgiri, Ruqaat No* I/1O6. 
27* Badshah Nama. Abdul Hamid, Lahori, I* pp* 170-74* 
2S* (A letter No. 2, from Abdullah Qutub Shah to his envoy 
in the Imperial Court). "The tmth is that Adil Shah 
already knew that without my help, the war with the 
Rayal cannot be finally won, and so he agreed with me 
to partition the Karnatak into l/3 and 2/3 and thus 
he made me a co-partner in the destruction of Rayal 
and other zamlndars." 'A Few Letters of Qutub Shah 
and Mir Jumla« by J.N. sarkar, JBHS. Vol* 30, Pt. II, 
1944, p* 161* 
29* Sri Rango Rayal, the king of Karnatak, had appealed 
for the political assylum In the Imperial Court 
against the enoroaolimeDt of Bijapur and Golkonda 
in his territories* Ruqaat-i-Alamgiri» Ruqaat No.6/S4« 
But J.N. sarkar says that after the wrangle with the 
king oi Golkonda, Mir Jumla, then in Karnatak made 
ally with Hanga Rayal and advised him to approach to 
the Imperial Court* Life of Mir Jumla, p* 62* 
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Jaban that being the vassal kings, neither they got the 
pernlssion lor their expeditions nor tuey sent any 
part of the booty which they had looted in the saok 
30 
of Karnatak. The Emperor tried to defend hia froa the 
charge by saying that Mil Shah had sent hia a rare 
elephant* Thereupon Aurangzeb rightly wrote that out of 
a vast booty Adil Shah had sent hia only an elephant and 
he» too, really fortunate that the Baperor had accepted 
31 the rare elephant* Aurangzeb thus taunted the Eaperor, 
the elephant sent by Adil Shah was aore valuable than 
32 the offer of Sri Ranga uayal. 
The Bain cause of the raid of Aurangzeb on 
Bijapur was that Adil Shah was aiding and secretly 
instigating the Sultan of Goloonda and helped hia against 
the liighals in the Mughal conflict with that kingdoa*^^ 
Aurangzeb had written to the ^ peror that he had sent 
a aessage to Adil Shah to stop his evil intentions and 
that if he continued to harbour evil intentions, he 
30. Ruqaat»l-Alaagirl. Ruqaat No. 13/69. 
31 . Rgqaat-l-Alaa/tiri. Ruqaat No. 3/86. 
32. Sri Rayal had offered that the Emperor, "should i n -
corporate his state into the protected terr i tor ies ," 
and ordered the Deocani Sultans not to raid his 
country, "he would pay f i f t y lakhs of buns, twenty 
elephants, precious Jewels and annual tribute with 
g i f t s . " He added in the conclusion that, "If his being 
an unbeliever stood in the path of this ass i s tance . . .* 
he would eabraoe Is laa tiith a l l ; h i s dependants." 
Ruqaat-joAlaaniri. Ruqaat No. 1/84. 
33* Ruqaat-1-Alaagirij Ruqaat No. 1^/97• 
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would 1>« punished*^^ In the subsequent letter Aurangzeb 
again, referred to the sane charge In the same situation 
to the Eaperor*^^ Adll Shah was playing the double gaae 
of dlploaaoy In the Ibighal-Golkonda conflict; on the 
one hand he was apologising to Aurangzeb that be had no 
Intention of helping Golkonda, while on the other, he 
was Baking his preparations for the aid which he gave to 
Golkonda against the kfughals. Aurangzeb was correct In 
oonreylng the above Information to the Eaperor, because, 
very soon, "the unwise Adll Khan sent a Bhatlyarah named 
Afzal with 15,000 horsemen to assist Wutbul Mulk, and 
37 
the party had already marched 20 miles from Haldrabad. 
36 
But It never went beyond Nander, because Aurangzeb 
was staying there* Realising the situation, Adll Shah 
called back the aray, then Aurangzeb decided to proceed 
30 
to Golkonda to personally supervise the operation* 
34* Ruqaat"l~Alamglrl. Ruqaat No. 12/98. 
35* Ruqaat-1-Alamglrl. Ruqaat No. 13/99* 
36* Ruqaat-.l»Alamgl r l . Ruqaat No. 15/101. 
3T. Ruqaat«l»Alamglrl. Ruqaat No. 16/102; Adab«»l-Alamglrl. 
38. Ruqaat«.l»Alamglrl. Ruqaat No* 16/102; Adab-l«»Alamglrl. 
f f . 49a-.b. 
39. Amal-l^Sallh. Mohammad Sal lh Kambo I I I , p. 222. 
•46* 
Adll Stoah had a l so aroused and won over Shah J i Bhosla, 
father of Sb iva j l , who had jo ined service In Bljapuri amy 
a f t e r the MuKhal-BiJapur Al l iance of 1636, to occupy the 
portion of Karnatak, which was conquered by Mir Juala, 
when he was the Prlne Minister of Golkonda. Since the 
Joining of the l aper ia l serv ice Mir Jua la ' s Jagir in 
Karnatak was supposed to be the l a p e r i a l property, and 
the in tent ion to occupy that vrould be considered i l l e g a l 
encroachment in to the t e r r i t o r y of the Mughals* i\di 1 
Shah, a l s o , had encouraged Shivaji to create troubles 
42 for the iibghals, in t h e i r border near Junnair* Besides 
t h i s , Adll Shah was f o r t i f y i n g h i s border posts and he 
got bmilt a new for t near Junnalr but Aurangzeb destroyed 
43 i t , by h i s own Ben, and l e f t no trace of i t . Conse* 
quently, i t i s obvious to say that , upto t h i s t i a e . 
40 . 'Pr ince Avrangzebt A Study' S. Moinul Haq, JPHS. 
Vol . X, 1962, p. 206. 
41* Abdullah Qutub Shah was a lso making the e f f o r t s to 
re ta in the Jaglr of Mir Juala in Karnatak. In t h i s 
respect he nad wri t ten the l e t t e r to Shah Jahan* 
'Few O t t e r s of (^tbul Milk and Mir Jumla, • J .N. 
Sarkar, Letter No. 2 ( a ) , JBRS Vol. 30 Pt . I I , 1944 
p. 167. 
42. Ruqaat«i~AlamKlri. Ruqaat No. 13/99. 
43. *Prince Awrangzeb : A Study' S. Moinul Haq, JPHS 
Vol. X, 1962, p. 207, 
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Adil Shah was naking •••ry efXort in or«ating troubles 
for the Mughal8 in Oeocan and was acting in a hostile 
•anner so, as a matter of fact, there was nothing wrong 
In the stern attitude adopted by Aurangzeb towards 
Bljapur.** 
In such a tension between the Adil Shahl Kingdoa 
and the Mughal Eaplre, Mohanaad Ad 11 iihah died on 
4 November 1656. The Bljapurl nobles placed All Adil 
46 Shah II , a young man of 18 years, on the throne of 
Bljapur as his successor* Aurangzeb reported the Emperor 
about the death of the late ^idll Shah and the succession of 
47 h is adopted son who was of obscure parentage. Since 
Bljapur was the vassal kingdom of the Mughal Empire, I t 
was the duty of the Bijapurl nobles, alongwlth the 
Queen Mother, to Inform the Emperor about the death of the 
late Sultan and to have the consent of the Emperor in the 
44* Some Historlcins say that Aurangzeb was tooilmuoh 
anxious to get the order, for the oon^iuest of Bljapur, 
from the Emperor (Sarkar Banarsi Prasad saksena, 
A.K. Srivastava, Ishwari Prasad, etc*)* 
45 . Muntakhab-ul-Lubab. Khafi Khan, I, p« 764; Adab-1-
Alamgirt. ff* 88b, 89b{ Hadshah Nama. Warls, t, 118a. 
46. Khafi Khan has given his name 'Slkandar* Muntakhab-
ul-Lubab Vol. I , p* 754. 
47« Almost a l l the historians of l^jghal's side accepted 
All Adil Shah II as the adopted son of Mohammad Adil 
Shah, whose parentage was unknown; But Mlrxa Ahmad 
Zubairi says that All Adil Shah II was the real so|i 
of Mohammad Adil Shah. Zubairi has given the full" 
detailed description of All Adil Shah II from his 
l i f e to his death* Basatin-us-Salatln, pp. 361-66; 
Tawarlkh-1-aaft Kursi. ff* 32a-bi 
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suooession of the son o l the l a t e Sultan* ^ t th« 
nobles crowned All Adll Shah II without prior inforna-
t ion to the Eaperor, which was a step ca lcu lated to 
offend the Eaperor and v i o l a t e the treaty of Mughals and 
the Bijapuris (1636) . Consequently, the infornation 
of the coronation of All Adil Shah II annoyed the Eaperor 
and he ordered Aurangzeb for the necessary preparations 
for the expedi t ions against Bijapur and sent Mir Juala, 
the new PriB0 Minister a t the Imperial Court, and the 
successor of the l a t e Saadullah Khan waair, to a s s i s t 
Aurangzeb*. Mir Juala reached Aurangabad on 16 January 
1667* Before h i s a r r i v a l in the Deocan, Aurangzeb 
received a l e t t e r of subalss ion froa S h i v a j l , in which 
the l a t t e r had requested to Join the Mughals service i f 
50 he had given the Konkan terr i tory* 
Jadunath Sarkar says that the sanction of war, 
given by Shah Jahan to Aurangzeb was not right* But 
h i s statement i s not J u s t i f i e d , because in the l i g h t of 
the above arguaents, t h i s step of the Eaperor was (luite 
48 . Muntakfaab-ul*.Lubab. Khafl Khan I , pp* 754-66; 
Badshah Naaa. warTs I I , pp. 36b 66a; A a a l - i - S a l i h . 
Mohd* Sa l lh Kaabo I I I , pp. 235-36; Tawarikh-i-Shah 
Jahanl. Sadiq, p. 192a; .u iab- i -Alaagir i . f. 118a. 
49. Adab-1-Alaagiri . f t . 92a. i l 8 a ; A a a l - i r s a l i h . 
Mohaaaad Sa l lh Kaabo I I I , pp. 236-37« 
60. amiaat- i^Alaagir l . Ruqaat No. 3 /273. 
51« History of Aurangzeb. S i r J.Sarkar Vol* I , p. 263. 
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unotojeotionable and the Eaperor was Justified in order-
ing Aarangzeb to conquer Bljapur* 
After the arrival of Mir Junla, the Mughal 
army started the expedition towards Bijapur and laid 
down the siege of Bidar on 28 February. Bidar was a 
strong fort, alnost Inpregnable. Mohammad Salih Kanbo 
the author of A«al-i-.Salihf has given the detailed 
description of the impragnability of the fort. He says, 
"Its wall is 4500 yards in circuit, and 12 yards in 
height. Three separate ditches each 25 yards wide and 
15 yards deep, out in the soil rock, surrounded the 
citadel * Perhaps, the siege night have 
taken much time but an incident occured. Sidi Marjan, 
the Qlladar ol Bidar, was mortally wounded by the 
explosion of grenades fire which fell into a chamber of 
gun powder and grenades while he was standing near the 
store, with his sons and the troops. All the forces 
were unnerved and desaster was everywhere. Taking the 
advantage of the situation, the Mughals rushed into 
the city. Now, Sidi Marjan, sent the Keys of the fort 
B2* Amal-i«.8alih. Mohammad Salih Kambo III, p. 249; 
Adab-i-Aluiilri. fl. 109b, 118b. 
^^' Amal-l»salih. Mohammad Salih Kambo III, pp. 249*50. 
54. Nuskha-j.pilkusha, Bhim Sen, f. lib. 
55* Amal-l^Salifa. Mohammad Salih Kambo III, pp. 250-51. 
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to Aurangaeb.*® Aurang2*b tmined 12 lakhs of rupe«« 
in dash, 8 lakhs* worth of powder, shot, grain and other 
stores, besides 230 pieoes of cannon, as the frui ts of ^ 
•iotory* The for of Bidar was capitulated within 
58 27 days and Iftlkhar Khan was appointed i t s Qlladar» 
I t was reported that a Bijapuri aray, near 
Golberga, was advanoing towards Bidar, under Khan 
llohanBad Khan-i*Khana, the Priae Minister of Bljapur, to 
retrieve the said fort froa the hands of the Mughals* 
Evidently, i t was obvious to Aurangseb, to send an amy, 
to supress the advancing troops of the eneay* Conseiiuentl} 
Aurangzeb sent a troop of 15,000, well Hounted under 
an 
Mahabat Khan, "to punish the assenbled foe and to 
ravage the Bijapur territory upto Kaliani in the west 
and Gulbera in the South leaving no vestige of cult iva-
tion in that track." The battle took place on 12 April 
and the Bijapuris retreated with heavy losses in Men 
61 
and material. The Mughals ravaged the country. 
56* Basatin-us-Salatin. Miraa IbrahlM Zubairi, p. 365* 
57. Maaslrul-U»ara. Shah Nawaz Khan, I, p. 202. 
58« Maaslr^ul»U«ara. Shah Nawaz Khan, Vol. I, p. 202* 
S^* A»al-i-Salih. Mohamad Salih Kaabo, III , p* 261; 
Adab-t-Alaagiri. f. 146a. 
^ * Afcal-l»Salih. Mohamad Salih Kaabo, III , p. 251; 
Adab-1»Alawglri. f. 146a. 
61* A«al-i-salih. Mohasnad Salih Kaabo, III, p. 251; 
Adab-i-Alaaglri. ff. 120a, 125a.b, 126-127a. 
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Now, Aurangzeb proceeded towards Kalian!, upto 
now, Matoabat Kban had cleared the way of the hovering 
eneay bands* Obviously, in the beginibing of May, 
Kalian! was besieged, and by the efforts of Mir Juala 
the trenches were pushed on to the edge of the ditch 
by 11 May 1657, despite the ceaseless firing of the 
garrison. The Bijapuris creating troubles nore and 
•ore to the Mughals, they organising thenselves in the 
form of deceits and tried to loot the Mughal provisions, 
which hod to more under strong escort* In conse^iuence, 
once ^ahabat Khan had to face them, when he was on the 
escort duty, as a result a fight took place between 
Mughals and the Bijapuris. But in the end an hour after 
the night fall, the Bijapuris had to escape* Aurangzeb 
decided to undertake the Kaliani fort, as he had taken 
fifi 
Bidar within the short period; he made the siege more 
62* Amal-i-Salih. Mohammad Salih Kambo, III, p* 251. 
63* Basatin-us-Salatin, Mirza Ibrahim Zubairi, p. 365. 
^4* Amal-i-Salih. Mohammad Salih Kambo III, pp. 255-56* 
65. Amal-1-Salih. Mohammad Salih Kambo III, pp. 255-56* 
66* Mirza Ibrahim Zubairi had given the duration of the 
capitulation of Bidar 6 years which is quite incorrect. 
Basatin-us-Salatin, p. 365. 
•51* 
OOBpaot* But, because, Aurangzeb iras intensively busy 
in tbe siege for the capitulation oftbe fort, so, he 
could not pay any attention to the gathering of Bijapur 
Of 
aray, only four Bi les far from his own oaap* This 
state of affairs Bade the Bijapurifc to understand that 
the Itoghals had not Bilch aray with tbea, therefore, 
fiS 
they wore hesitating in taking any decisive stepi 
This realisation Bade thoB Bore audacious and they 
asssBbled 30,000 strong anny very near to Aurangzeb*s 
Caap* Now, it was necessary to Aurangzeb to be 
attentive towards the eneBy. So, he declared that he 
was going towards Bhalki, in the north-east, to look 
after the ooBing provisions* He left the teut screen 
around the fort and showed that he was Boving with the 
aajor part of his arBy. In this way, he suddenly attack-
70 
ed the Bijapuri arBy on 28 May 1657» Sons of Behlol 
Khan attacked the Mughal vanguard, which was under the 
ooBfflandantship of Mir JuBla and Diler Khan. But they 
®'^ * Aaal- i -sa l ih . Mohammad Salih Kaabo, III , p. 257. 
68• ABal-i«Salih, Moharaad Salih Kaabo III , p. 257. 
69* I t was too near that within one hours Journey 
could be reached there from the camp of Aurangzeb. 
ABal-1-Saliht Mohaomiad Salih Kambo, III , p. 259* 
70* In bis l e t t e r s Aurangzeb says Bijapuris gsnerally 
Jangls or Habshls (Negroes). Adab-i«AlaBgiri» it» i l2a, 
147b, i54b. ' '^  
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had to go back. Now the b a t t l e beoane general* After 
the blood-shed of s i x houra^ the Bijapuria were defeated 
and they s tarted to escape, in a l l the d irec t lons t 
where one found the way. ^he Mughals pursued then, looted 
every thing — arus, s l a v e - g i r l s , horses , t ransport -ca t t l e 
and a l l the property which was found in t h e i r oaap and 
71 burnt t h e i r tents* In the evening, Aurangzeb returned 
72 
with the brows adorned with v i c t o r y , to h i s trenches* 
The Bljainiris could not cover t h e i r d i sheve l led 
pos i t ion for about two months. I t was reported in the 
third week of July, of the gathering of the Bijapur army. 
Aurangzeb sent a contingent to dispurse them, under the 
commandantship of h i s son, Prince Sultan Mohammad and 
74 lHuazzam Khan, Mir Jumla. After the Journey of 48 
m i l e s , the two generals s ighted the encampment of Bijapuri 
forces , they f e l l upon and defeated them* Both the Mughal 
generals pursued them upto Gulberga and ravaged the c i t y , 
7S 
except the Shrine of the sa int Gesu draz* 
71* Amal- i -Sal ih . Mohamiiad Salih|kambo, I I , pp« 257-58* 
'^ *^ A i a M - s a l i h . Mohammad Sal ih Kambo, I I I , p. 258. 
' 3 * Amal-1-Salih, Mohammad Sal ih Kambo, I I I , p. 259. 
74* Amal-1-Salih. Mohad* Sal ih Kambo, I I I , p. 259. 
75« Amal- i -Sal lh . Mohammad Sa l ih Kambo, I I I , p. 260* 
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WltblD this period, tiie iaperial foroes 
denollshed the defensive bank of one sid^ of the fort 
with the soalling tower of the other side.^^ But the 
garrison had arisen a aud wall beitind the broken tower 
77 froo where they fought the assailants* Though the 
Mughals were in terrible position; they were facing the 
vigorous garrison, but the Imperial forces showed anich 
•alour and destroyed.the safety wall. Although, the 
Bijapuris regularly, "flung on their heads lighting 
bombs, blazing sheets, steeped in naphtha and bundles 
78 « 
of burning grass*" Being afraid of the dauntless 
courage and the deteminatlon of the commander of assai-
lants, Dilawar Khan, the Qlladar of Kaliani, showed his 
intention, of surrendering the fort to the Mughals, on 
conditions that he would be permitted to leave the fort 
and to go to his master, the king of Bijapur, with safety. 
Aurangzeb accepted the offer; Dilawar Khan surrendered 
80 the fort on ist August. Aurangzeb sent him the robe 
81 
of honour and he started for Bijapur* 
76* Aaal-i-Salih. Mohammad Salih Kambo, III, p* 260. 
'^^ Amal-i-8alih. Mohammad Salih Kambo, III, p. 260* 
78. Amal-i-Salih, Mohammad Salih Kambo, III, p* 260* 
79. Amal"^"^'^^^^* Mohammad Salih Kambo, III, pp* 260-61. 
80* Basatin-*s-Salatin, Mirza Ibrahim Zubairi, p. 365. 
81* Amal-i-Salih. Mohammad Salih Kambo, III, p* 26i. 
79 
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Uaving occupied Bidar and Kalianl, known as the 
guardian forts of north-eastern frontier of Bijapur, 
82 Aurangzeb then narched upto Gulberga, but Professor 
Sarkar does not mention the siege of Qulberga as aen-
V' 83 
tioned^Aurangzeb hinself in his Kuqaat. Meantime, 
Adil Shahi agent approached Dara in the Court* Dara*s 
Jealousies were rising proportionally to the glories of 
84 Aurangzeb. At last Dara was succeeded and sent his 
nen to satisfy the king of Bijupur that he would not be 
8B harmed. Dara was so auoh anxious in the safety of 
82. Waqiat-i-Alaaglri. Aqil Khan llazi, p. 22; Kugaat-i-
Alamgiri. Hu^aat No. 4/119b. 
83*"When the besieged of Gulberga were thinking that 
they would be annexed very soon, because Bidar and 
Kaliani had already been annexed, the elder brother, 
(Dara) sent his servant to satisfy the king that he 
would not be annexed." Ruqaat-i»Alaagiri« Ruqaat 
No. 4/ll91i{ 
But nn the other hand Khafi Khan says that after 
conquering Kaliani and other forts, Aurangzeb proceed-
ed towards Bijapur* Bijapur araiy came and started to 
harrass the Imperial forces time to time but Aurangzeb 
did not care for them and laid the siege. Muntakhab-ul-
Lubab. I, p. 756* 
Probably Professor Sarkur is the follower of the 
views of Khufi Khan, i^istory of Aurangzeb I, pp. 277--78. 
84* Dara had also opposed this expedition when Mir Jumla 
w^s sent to assist Aurangzeb. Travels in Mogul Empire 
Bernier, p. 24. 
Manucoi is one step further, if we believe that three 
days before the departure ol Mir Jumla Dara brought of 
his eighty (8o) artillery men. Storia do Mogor I, p.238. 
85. Ru(iaat-i-Alamgiri. Ruqaat No. 4/ll9b. 
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Bljapur that he called buck the taperial officers who 
86 
were engaged to help Aurangzeb in this expedition. 
This action of the elder brother created many troubles 
87 to Aurangzeb. 
Shah Jahan had wirttten hia t4to repeated l e t t e r s 
to patch up the peace .ind to r e t i r e to the cantonment 
88 
of Bidar as soon as poss ib le before the rainy season. 
Now, no step could 9«K be more wise for Shah Jahan than 
the order of s e t t l i n g the peace with Bijapur, because 
the f a l l of Bijapur was looking forwardf I t hud become 
only a question of time* I t was obvious, that the con-
iiuest of Bijapur would have to out the gordlan knot of 
Mughal foreign policy* But Shah Jahan, instead of 
looking the problem as an Emperor, thought only to please 
89 Dara, und ordered Aurangzeb for the withdrawal of the 
troops . Dara*s main fear was that Aurangzeb's popularity, 
90 
alongwith h i s power, was increasing day by d a y * ^ Conse-
91 iiuently, a treaty was executed and Ibrahim Khan Baohhtar, 
the Adil Shahi envoy in the Court, accepted the terms 
86* Aurangzeb wrote to h i s father that , "he (Dara) ca l l ed 
back the |mperiul Off icers , who were engaged to help 
me in the expedition* I returned with great d i f f i c u l t y ? 
Ruqaat-1-Alamgiri. luqaat No. 4 / l l 9 b ; Adab-1-Alamgiri. 
f. 177a. 
87* Ru(iaat-1-Alamgiri. Ruqaat No. 4/119b. 
88 . _Adab-l-Alamgirl* f. 112b. 
89* Dara had sent h i s servant Mulla Shaqi with some 
messages ( iaharat) and powers to accept the request 
of the ruler of Bijapur. Ruqaat-i-Alamgiri. Ruqaat 
No. 27/159. 
90 . J r a v e l s in Mogul Empiret Bernier, p. 2 4 . 
91 . Adab-i-Alamgiri. ff» 113a, 157a, 198b. 
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that Adil Shah would pay one orore and fifty lakhs of 
rupees as war Indeunity and the cession of Bidar, 
Kallani, Parenda, besides the forts of Nizan Shahi Konkan 
and Wangi. At the time of the ratification of the 
treaty, Shah Jahan reduced fifty lakhs of rupees from 
93 
the cash anount* Now, Adil ^hah h.id to pay only one 
orore rupees as war indeainity* Aurangzeb wanted to stay 
at Bijapur, to see the obligations fulfilled by the 
Bljapuris* But, in the meantine, Shah Jahan fell ill* 
Now, Aurangzeb had no option. He thought to gain what 
he could; so he sent lifir Juala to take the charge of 
96 the fort of Parenda and Qazi Nizaaa to receive the 
97 
tribute* And, he, himself, started for Bidar on 
4 October* Ue repaired the defence of Bidar within 
a short period and on 18 October he marched for Aurangabad 
to play the m«tJor game in the final round to win over 
the throne* 
92* Amal-i'-Salih. Mohammad Sal ih Kambo, I I I , p. 262* 
93* Amal-l~Sallh. Mohammad Sal ih Kambo, I I I , p* 263* 
94* Khafi Khan, •untakfaab-ul-Lubab. I , p. 756. 
95 . Adab-i-Alamgiri. f. 149b, 197a; waqjat-i-Alamgiri . 
Aqil Khan Razi, p. 16. 
96* Amal - i - sa l ih . Mohammad Sal ih Kambo, I I I , p* 263* 
97* Adil Shah sent four Padaks valued one orore rupees 
to the Emperor witti l e t t e r of submission with the 
messenger* Badshah Nama, waris , I I , p. 368. 
C H A P T E _R IV 
AURANOZEB'S HELATIONS WITH THE CENTRE 
AURANGZEB'S ItELATIONS WITH THE CENTRE 
Aurangzeb*9 failure In the Qandhar expedition 
enraged Shah Jahan. lie was deeply shocked at the fai-
lure of the expedition under the command of Aurangzeb, 
because, it tarnished the high prestige of the Emperor 
and the glory of the Mughal arns* But Aurangzeb was 
not responsible for that, because the guiding hand In 
the final cosffland of the expedition was that of Shah 
Jahan who issued all the orders and directed the ope-
rations of the oaapaign from Kabul and his orders were 
passing through the hands of Prime Minister, Sa'adullah 
2 
Khan, who was with him in the battle field* Neverthe-
less« the Emperor was not ready to give up the idea of 
recovery of «jandhar« So, for the third expedition 
Prince Dara Shlkoh was appointed the chief commandar. 
When Aurangzeb came to know this, he again expressed 
his desire to go to Qandhar, even under the supreme 
1* Abdul Hamid Lahori has given the cause of the 
Mughal failure at ijandhar and blamed Aurangzeb 
not tor capturing and killing Abdul Aziz. 
Badshah Nama. II, pp. 707-709. 
2. Adab-i»Alamgirl. ff. 13b, 17b, 18b. 
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ooBiaand of h i s e lder torotiter Dara, but the enhettered 
r e l a t i o n s were not improved c h i e f l y because of the 
Machinations of the opponents of Aurangzeb who poisoned 
the ears of the E«peror against him and the r e s u l t was 
that the Emperor rebuked Aurangzeb and ordered him to 
proceed to Deccan as v iceroy for the second time without 
further delay . The r iver s of Punjab were over-flowing 
due to heavy ra ins so he could not proceed speedi ly 
Shah Jahan sent him the orders to reach Decoan without 
further delay. On reaching Burhanpur, Aurangzeb became 
K 
engaged in the affairs of Painghat, and despite the 
repeated warnings of the Emperor, to go to Daulatabad 
as soon as possible, he could not reach there till the 
end of ninth month* The Emperor rebuked him without 
realising his difficulties. In the meantime, Dara's 
position in the court had become very sound and also was 
increasing day by day and ttn^ position of Aurangzeb had 
become uneviable . Dara had gained a complete hold in 
Sbah Jahan's counsels and Aurangzeb had become helpless* 
3. The Emperor's reply to his offer was harsh, "Every man 
can perform some work; it is a saying of the wise that 
one should not test (the capacity of) a person who 
has already been tested." Ruaaat-1-Alamgiri. Ruqaat 
No. 5/37. 
4. Muntakhab-ul-Lubab. Khafi Khan, I, p. 7i3. 
5. Ruqaat-1-Al;imglrl. Ruqaat No. 3/51. 
6. '^rince Awrangzeb : A Study' S* Molnul Haq, Pakistan 
Historical society. Vol. 10, p* 123. 
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H« wrote a letter to his elder sister, Jahan Ara, who 
had great Influence In the palace as well In the Court 
ooaplalned oi his wretched flight and degenerated posi-
tion* 
As a natter of fact the harshness and strictures 
shown by Shuh Juhan towards ;\urangzeb was due to the 
Incessant poisoning ol the ears of the Eaperor by para 
and his partisans* Some historians have attributed this 
enaity between Dara and Aurangzeb to the sharp differences 
in their religious outlook* This was not precisely the 
point* The nain cause oi the ennuity between the two 
was the aabltion to capture the crown* Oara was afraid 
ol the imaense popularity of Aurangzeb* He knew that 
the succession oi Mughal throne was not governed by any 
rigid law aade by the Eaperor, because even a single 
Prince had to struggle for securing his succession* 
Probably Oara had realised the character and attalnaents 
7* ltu'iaat-1-Alaaglrl. Huqaat No* 2/134* 
8* Due to his characteristics Aurangzeb was gaining 
popularity in Ifuslias — in the Court as well as in 
the public* 
Dara was too noderate in his religious thoughts, while, 
on the other hand, Aurangzeb was too punctual und 
orthodox in his religious activities* 
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of Aurangzeb which had aade him popular with a section 
of the nobility. On the other hand, Dara was haughty, 
overhearing and unmindful of the interests and had 
alienated the nobility* Ue had done a lot to disoredit 
Aurangzeb and Impede the progress of his work. Conse-
quently, Dara, in order to further strengthen his posi-
tion made efforts to gain the favour of Jahan Ara Begum, 
his sister,who had a great influence at the Emperor* 
No doubt, whenever, Aurangzeb was condemned she came to 
his rescue and saved him from the imperial wrath,i but 
her personal sympathies were always with Dara. This led 
to further deterioration of the relations between father 
and son. 
The Second viceroyaltjr of Aurangzeb in Deccan 
is characterised by numerous instances of the wrangle 
between Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb* During this period, 
the Emperor could not apprehend the difficulties of 
9* Right from the boyhood of Aurangzeb, the Emperor 
often excited by some activities of Aurangzeb, but 
Jahan Ara, always safeguarded him against the 
punishment. Even, when, she was burnt, she 
tried to establish cordial relations between 
father and son. 
Muntakhab-ul-Lubab. Khafi Khan, I, 600-601. 
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Aurangzeb In the Deooan and Issued orders in ignorance 
of tbe actual conditions and oircuBstanoes of the Deooan* 
^ distrusted Aurangzeb, censored hia for the factors» 
not of his making but a consequences of tite Bisrule, 
corruption and neglect of his predecessors. The Eaperor 
also did not realise the financial problems of the 
Viceroy and did not provide hia with sufficient resources 
for the improvement and rehabilitation of the Deooan pro-
vinces* Aurangzeb suspected some hand behind the scene 
to influence the Emperor. That is why Aurangzeb was rebuked, 
unjustly reprimanded and suspected from the very beginning 
of his second terms of Subedari* The Emperor was also 
uanble to realise the condition of Aurangzeb in Deooan 
due to financial difficulties* His Jagirs in Deooan 
were less productive than those of Sindh* Now his income 
was reduced by 17 lakhs of rupees than in comparison with 
11* Deooan was in a worst condition, there was dete-
rioration everywhere* Shah Jahan was anxious to 
refozn them* So he wrote letters to Aurangzeb to 
reform the Deooan condition very soon and to proceed 
to Daulatabad* Aurangzeb answered that the dete-
rioration spread in this re/jtion for about ten years 
how it could be removed within a short period. 
Ruqaat-i«.Alamgiri. Kuqaat No* 3/67• 
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the inooae he deriy«d fron h i s j a g l r in Multan during 
12 
his governorship. Aur«uigzeb wrote to the Emperor 
about his difficulties that to maintain the dignity of 
his post In the Deccan and to keep with his responsi-
bllitiee, It was necessary that he could be assigned 
13 
•ore productive .laglrs* He often protested to the 
Emperor aa to the Inadequacy of his reduced Income and 
saying that it has very difficult for him to maintain 
himself In that post* Ue wrote a letter to his sister 
14 Jahan Ara expressing his grievances with regard to the 
above-mentioned attitude of the Emperori "If His Majesty", 
wrote Aurangzeb, "Wants this devoted servant to live in 
retirement, then the Baglana, which was previously, 
awarded to him as 'al-tan^ha' would be sufficient, but 
he through his kindness to his disciple and benevolence 
to the humble ones, wants to honour with the assignment 
of the administration of a large province then he should 
put his affairs In a state which might not bring him Into 
disgrace, before his celleagues and the people o^^he 
Deccan and might not thus leave him to become the target 
12. Ruqaat-l»Alamgirl, Ruqaat No. 4/34* 
1 3 . Adab-1-Alamglrl. f f . 28a, 29a. 
14. Ruqaat-1-Alamglrl, Huqaat No. 4 /34 . 
15* Badshah Nama. Warls, I , p. 192. 
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of the Imperial wrath for h i s Ine f f lo l enoy . 
AuraRgzeb*8 grievance, contained In t h i s 
l e t t e r to h i s s i s t e r was based on f a c t s because the Jaglr 
assigned to h i* was not productive one, I t was not y i e l d -
ing even one-fourth of the jaaia and the remaining one-
third of h i s pay, for which he was authorised to have 
IT 
In cash, could be realised fron crown lands, set apart 
for this purpose; obviously, he had to draw it either 
from the treasuries of Malwa and Surat or from the reserve 
18 funds of the treasuries of Daulatabad. Aurangxeb sent 
this report to the Imperor with the full details of the 
actual *hasll*, collected from those jaglrs assigned to 
him In Oeocan and requested the Emperor to assign him 
19 better Jaglrs In any other province. Replying In anger 
the Emperor ordered that he was authorised to select more 
productive lands from the jaglrs of the mansabdars appoint-
on 
ed with him In Oecoan. Aurangzeb, In his petition, 
again pointed out that the Idea confiscation of the pro-
ductive Jaglrs of the nobles. Is not proper, because the 
16. Rutiaat-t»Alamglrl. Ruqaat^o. 4 / 3 4 . 
17. Ruqaat-1-Alamglrl. Ruqaat No. 13/135. 
18. Adab-1-Alamglrl. f f . 28a, 29a. 
19. Ruqaat-i-Alamglrl, Ruqaat No. 4 /36 . 
20. Ruqaat-1 -AlamgIrl. lUiqaat No. 4 /36; Adab-1-Alamglrl 
f. 27a. 
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nobl«s, who would be deprived of their better Jagirs 
might not like to serve in Deocan and this would effect 
the military eftioienoy of the Mughal forces in the region 
lor two reasons; firstly,the Mughal Deocan was vast enough 
and retiuired a huge force for its security and secondly, 
the region was bordered by two powerful hostile klngdoae, 
namely, Bijapur and (iolkonda. i-urthernore, this time 
the ifaratha me nace had been growing and this was also 
not to be ignored. Therefore, Aurangzeb rightly Insisted 
that some good jagirs lying in other provinces be assigned 
to him rkther than he should plan the confiscation of the 
21 
Jagirs of others. But Shah Jahan turned down the sugges-
tion Aurangzeb*s request met with failure and he had to 
keep the same less productive jagirs previously assigned 
to him. He took only a small number of 'mahals' from 
22 
***® Jagirdars . and they in the ir turn natural ly comp-
23 la ined to the Emperor against the v iceroy of Deocan. 
Similar d i f f i c u l t i e s were faced by the Mughal 
nobles and o f i i c e r s in the Deccan. The actual has i l 
of t h e i r j a g i r s a l so had f a l l e n short of the ^ama and 
21* Raqaat No. 12/68. 
2 2 . Euqftat-i-Alamgiri. Huqaat No. 3 /59; 12/68. 
23* 'Prince Awrangzebt A Study* s . Moinul Uaq, JPHS Vol X 
1962, p. 125 . 
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consequently tliey were experiencing the f inanc ia l burdles 
r e s u l t i n g In the lack oi e f f i c i e n c y of the Mughal forces 
In the Deccan.^* So t h i s s t a t e of a f f a i r s made Deooan a 
d e f i c i t area. Consequently, I t was a l s o d i f f i c u l t for 
the o f f i c e r s , to maintain the expenses, so they complained 
to the v iceroy that they are unable to keep the mi l i tary 
quotas un le s s they were assigned the more productive 
j a g i r s in other provinces . * The d e f i c i t in expenditure 
was mostly met by the subs id ies from the reserved funds 
In the treasury of Daul ttabad; t h i s was consequently 
decreasing f a s t . Aurangzeb knew t h i s s t a t e of a f f a i r s 
very wel l with I t s r e s u l t s . In such a vas t province 
which had two powerful kingdoms at I t s border, by no 
means f r i end ly to the Mughale, while the province was too 
far from centre , I t was necessary to keep some money in 
28 
reserve to meet the ftooaslonal n e c e s s i t i e s * There-
l o r e , jUirangzeb suggested to the i^mperor, some measures 
to r a i s e the Income of the subah instead of the c o n t l -
29 
nuity of the drain from the centra l Government* 
24 . History of Awrangzeb, S ir J.Sarkar, I , pp. 196-96. 
25* *Prlnoe Awrangzeb : A Study', S. Moinul Haq, JPHS. 
Vol. X, 1962, p* 125. 
26 . Adab-l-AlamKlrl, f f . 28a, 29a. 
27* History of Aurangzeb, S ir J . sarkar, I , p* 181» 
28* Aurangzeb expressed h i s grievance before a l e t t e r to 
hlh s i s t e r Jahan Ara, t e l l i n g the condit ions of 
Deccan. Ruqaat-i-Alamgiri. Ruqaat No* 4 /134 . 
29* Kuqaat*>*Alamglri. Ruqaat Nos. 4 /36, 12/68* 
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Aurangzeb wanted to take away the lands, yielding to the 
deficit, froB the Jagirdars and to put then in charge of 
state collectors* It was the fear that soae of these 
Jagirdars, would not like to stay aore in Deoean after 
being deprived of their lands* So, for this, Aurangzeb 
30 
suggested that they should get their Jagirs in other 
provinces and a portion of their salaries should be given 
31 
fron the treasuries of Malwa and Surat* Ue also explain-
ed, about his own conditions to the b^ aperor, that his own 
Jagir was yielding 17 lakhs of rupees less than the jagirs 
which he was holding in llultan when he was tUe viceroy of 
32 that place* And, under these circuastancea he was unable 
to make both the ends neet. But the Emperor only ordered 
him only to change his own jagir with the more productive 
33 Jagirdars of the subedars, appointed ih Deccan. Naturally 
the mansabdars, who were going to be deprived of their 
lands started to express their grievances before the 
Emperor but Aurangzeb did not care for them changed some 
34 Of his lands. 
30* Adab-l-Alamgirl. f f . 28a-b. 
3 1 . Ruqaat»i«»Alamgiri. Buqaat No* 4 /36; 12/68« 
32* Ruqaat~l'-Alaaglrl, Ruqaat No* 4/36* 
3 3 . Adab-l->Alamgiri« f* 28a. 
34**Prince Awrangzeb: A Study! S* Moinul Haq, JPHS. 
Vol . X, 1962, p* 12S* 
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Aarangz«1>*s seoond rvquest to allow hiii to drair 
oash salary iron the Royal Treasurlea of lialwa and Sttrai— 
was to ta l ly rejeotod by the Eaporor. Shah Jahaii allovod 
hla to soloot produotlvo aahals in l ioo of his oaali 
salary; Aurangzeb selsotod Ellohpur and Aokof but tiM 
Eaporor asked for their, to subait in the laperial 
treasury, auoh roTenue auoh higher than the aotual oolleo* 
tlon« Auraijigxeb refused to take thea and asked for 
the oash salary* 
As a aatter of faot, Shah Jahan had los t oonfi-
denoe in his son. So that, when he agreed to given 
Aurangzeb aore produotive aahals, he w«ttld add lapossible 
37 
conditions to it* Often the Baperor (luestioned the 
38 
entries in stateaents subaitted by Aurangzeb* AuraagvAbb 
l e t t e r to shah Jaban trom Oaulatabad contained soae 
referenoes to the orders issued by the Eaperor with 
regard to hia j£igir as well as his arrangeaents relating/ 
35* Adab-1-Alaagiri. f. 20a. 
36* Ruqaat«-i'»Alttagtri^ Ruqaat No* 3 /61 . 
37. In the case of Bliohpur and Ankot the Eaperor 
asked Aurangzeb to subait aore rerenue than ool leo-
t ion . 
38. Huqaat-l^Alaagiri. Ruqaat No. 3/59* 
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30 
to th« revenue affaire ot the Deooan* Alaoet there 
wae not a single issue upon which the Baperor had not 
been disagreed, howerer, unlaportant it was and after the 
41 
Bsperor rebuked him.*® Meanwhile, the Baperor got soae 
reports, against Aurangzeb, about the parganah of Aslr* 
But the Eaperor in his letter rebuked hia harshly abused 
for his aot as "unworthy to a Mussalaan"—the cause was 
only depending upon the reports of Multafat Khan that 
42 iUirangzeb had secured fo«»rty lakh daas froa the parganah; 
and that Aurangzeb had taken aore produotlTe villages for 
hlaself and had given the less productive to others* 
The Eaperor ordered Aurangzeb tc take the lands yielding 
20 lakhs less* Aurangzeb answered the order of the -
Eaiaror with full of indignation Irat his coaplaint was 
not Justified* Ue had written that since hie appolntaent 
he had not done such kind of work whloh was unworthy to 
a Musalaan* And the fo-vrty lakh daas froa Bahadurpur, 
for which he was rebuked were not taken by hia but before 
his arrival at Deocan, the officers of Eevenue Oepartaent 
39. Bu<taat-i-Alaagirl. Kuqaat No. 3/59. 
40. history of Aurangzeb, Sir J. Sarkar, Vol. I, pp. 199-
41. Adab-1-Alaagirl. f. 41a. 
42• RttQaat-1-Alaaglrl. Ruqaut No. 1T)|173» 
43. Adab-1-Alaaglrl. f. 41a. 
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had transferred i t fron the name of Shalsta Khan to hie 
naae, and, therefore, i t was not the fault of Aurangzeb 
but of the ReTenue Departaent. In his l e t t er to 
£«pe»or, Aurangzeb surprised, why the authorities of 
Revenue Departnent, special ly the Diwan (Dastur-i-'Azaa) 
who was incharge of affairs inquestion fai led to mention 
this point to the Eaperor that they had transferred the 
land in the naae of Aurangzeb* Aurangzeb*s feel ings 
were heartedly rebuked by these harsh words of tue Emperor 
and in this way the gulf of wrangele between father and 
son widen day by day* Aurangzeb was so mioh disgusted 
that he wrote to the i^peror that perhaps the off icers 
of uevenue Department, did not have courage to put the 
46 
real facts before the tteperor* 
And the result of the l e t t er was that the 
Emperor censured him and Aurangzeb had to regret* 
Aurangzeb was a honest anVl a hard working young man* 
He personally wanted to supervise a l l the acts done by 
bis off icers* Ue did not want to l e t the otiio9r» work 
in their own way* Consequently, the result was that tbe 
I II • I I I I I i i I I I 
44. Euqaat^i-Alamgirl. Buqaat No. 17/i73« 
45* Adab-l-Ala—iri. f. 41a. 
46. Adab»l«.Alamiiiri. f. 41a. 
47. Storia do iiogor. N. Manucci, Vol. I , p* 220. 
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B«p«ror was disagreed with lillt to every issue.** But 
^••pite all these thiaga, Auraagseb went on doing his 
duties* Aarangseli*a work was oonstantly interrajpted on 
aooount of the interferenoe froa the oentre* It was natvi-
rally that now Aurangseb adopted the polioy of referring 
40 the Batters to the Centre, however, important it aight 
be. liultafat Khan, the Oiwan of Balaghati was in need of 
ii* 50,000/- for oonstruoting the daas in Khaodesh and 
Berar* When the Diwan asked for the aaount froa the 
Vioeroy, the latter, siaply, referred the ease for the 
sanotion» And, obviously, he explained tb^  the Saperor 
that he had token this in aooordanoe with His Majesty's 
w i l l . " 
There were different d i f f i c u l t i e s also whioh 
Aurangseb had to faoe in Oecoan. His reoouiendations, 
and appointaents were also rejected by the Baperor. 
For instance, he reooamended Hushdar Khan, son of Malta-
fat Khan for the post ot parogha-l*topkhana but the 
Eaperor instead of agreeing to the wi l l oi^ihe Prinoe, 
48*«Prinoe Awrangsebt A Study,* S. Moinul H%q, JPHS 
Vol. X, 1962, p. 123. 
49. Adab-i-Alaisgiri. f f . 4la-b, i77a. 
50. Huqaat-i*Ala»giri. Uutiaat No. 17/73* 
51. Buqaat-1-Alaigirft Uuqaat No. 17/73. 
52. Adab-i-Ala»girl. f. 177a. 
53. Adab-i-Alwiri. ff. 27b, 28a.b, 29a. 
54. Buqaat-i»Ala«iiri. Ruqaat Nos. 5/53, 7/55. 
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5fi 
ordered hiii to appoint Safl Khan. And other oaee was 
of Aslr. This fort was placed under the custody of 
Aurangxeb but when he decided to send an off icer , to 
take the oha^se of the said fort, the Kaperor forebaded 
RA 
hia without giving any reason. Aurangseb wrote about this 
and ooaplained to his elder sister, <lahan Ara that he was 
unfortunate enough to gain the confidence of the ^peror 
ST 
despite of his long service. 
The main obstacle, before Aurangzeb, in gaining 
the confidence of the £aperor, was the continuous poison-
ing of the ears of the fiiperor by his opi^onents against 
hia and his loyal and e f f i c i en t af f icers . For instance, 
the Eaperor wrote to Aurangzeb, about the aaltreataent 
Sfi 
done by Malik Huasain. In the answer Aurangzeb sent 
the expla'<rnation defending Malik Hussain that he was not 
such a kind of aan and the facts were not properly rela-
te* 
ted to the ^ peror by the interested persons* A little 
later, Aurangzeb received an order froa the Eaperor, 
according to which Malik Hussain was recalled to the 
55. Ruqaat-i-Alaagiri. ttuqaat No. 2/58. 
56. Ruqaat-i^Alaagiri. Uuqaat No. 27/i59« 
67* Ruqa>t-t<»Alaagiri. Ruqaut No. 27/i59. 
68. Ruqaat-t-Alaagiri. Ruqaat No. 3/8. 
Sd. Ruqaat-I-Alaagjri. Ruq^at No. 3/8. 
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60 » 
oourt iind given SOB* proaotions in his rank* Aurangz«D 
oould saaily underatand the aotive of the oentral Govern-
•eni. Evidently, in a lettert» Jaban Ara, he expressed 
his feelings, against this kind of orders saying that 
"if this praotioe of proaotions to theoffioers higher 
than they deserve, continued, what would be then* fhe 
able nobles would not like to oontinue in the serrioe 
and this sight cause his hinderMoe in his work. But 
theye was none to hear the grievances of Aurangxeb or to 
understand the reality of the difficulties, which Aurang-
zeb had to face* 
Meanwhile, an incident eccured which provided a 
good opportunity to the opponents of Aurangxeb, to 
widen the gulf of wrangle between the father and his 
son. It was the aatriaonial alliance between Aurang-
zeb and Sluija. The elder son of Aurangzeb, Prince 
Sultan Mohaaaad, was to be aarried with the daughter of 
Prince Slutja; while the elder son of Prince Shuja, 
Daniyal, was to be wedded with a daughter of Aurangzeb. 
60* ftmaat-i-Alaagir. Ruqaat No. 6/il. 
61. UttQaat-t-Alaagir. Ruqaat No. 27/159. 
62. Waqiat-t«»Alaagiri. Aqil Khan Razi, pp. 16-16. 
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Probably snail Jahan did not l ike tli is that his two Bb^m 
al l lad with aatrlaonial relat ions aaong thaaaalvaa* 
Tharafbra* ha aaked ikirangzah to arrange for the 
•arriaga of h is aon froa.sovewhera e l s e . Aarangseb 
showed his helplessness in breaking the proaise already 
•ade by hia to his brother Shuja with regard to eogage-
aent of Prlnoe Sultan Mohanaad, however, he proalsed never 
63 to arrange aaoh a aarrlage in future. But the fisperor 
was not sat i s f ied by the plea taken by Aarangseb and out 
Of resentaent he deprived the later ot Aslr* This 
action ofihe ^^lerbr hurted Aurangzeb very auoh and 
out of frustration he again ooaplained to Jahan Arat 
in a l e t t e r and wrote that probably he had been deprived 
of the fort of Aslr because of his refusal of the wi l l 
of the Eaperor* I t i s as so he was helpless and had 
. . o p t l o . . « 
Besides th i s , there were sone other causes 
a lso , but the aost iaportant oause for the further 
widening gulf of fr ic t ion between the two was the 
diploaatio relations between the eaperor ^hah Jahan 
fifi 
and the kings of Bi^apur and tialkonda. On reaching 
Uurhanpur, Aurangzeb*s f i i s t action was to send two 
envoys Ja*afar Khan and Abdul Latif to the courts of 
63. Ruqaat~i*Alaagiri. No. 27/159* 
64. Jnqaat-i^Alaagiri. Btaqaat No. 27/1S9. 
65. ^qaat-l*AlaagirT Huiiaat No. 27/159. 
66. testory of Aurangzeb s i r J . Sarkar, Vol. I , 
pp. 202-203. 
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Bijapur and Golkonda. ' Alongwith be had also written to 
the Eaperor that the iaperlal dealings with both the 
68 
courts should he through the vioeroy of the Oeooan* 
But Shah Jahan Ignored the re^ iuest of his vioeroy of 
Decoani Aurangieb* Aurangzeb wrote repeatedly to the 
Eaperor but Shah Jahan did not care for the expostu-
69 latlon of his Subedar of Deooan. Evidently, the 
dealings of Bljapur and Golkonda, with the Central Govern-
ment, were directly and the result was that the envoys 
of Bljapur and Golkonda used to stay continuously In the 
Imperial court, where they could get easily the patro* 
70 
nage of Dara and his partisans* 
The starting cause in the rupture of father and 
son, in the dlploaatio relations, was the enoroaohsent of 
71 Bijapur and Golkonda states towards Karnatak* Being 
afraid of the Decoani states, the king of Karnatak, Sri 
Ranga Rayal, sent a petition to Aurangzeb, asking for 
72 the Imperial protection against Bljapur and Golkonda* 
67. Rttuaat-i"Alaagir. Ru^aat No. 2/60 
68. %iqaat~t-Alaagir. Ruqaat No. 6/54, 2/50; Adab^l" 
Alaagtrl. f. 24b. 
69. *<ttciaat^ l-'Alaaglr. Ruqaat No. 2/50, 6/64. 
70. Ruqaat-t-Alaaglr. Ruqaat No. 4/ii9b. 
71. Buqaat-l'-Alaagir. Ruqaat No. 6/54* 
72. J«N. Sarkar says that Sri Raoga Rayal sent the 
petition for the asylua in the ^aperial Court at 
the advice of Hr Juala. Ufe of Mir Juala, p. 66. 
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AnraDCX«to rtt i trrtd the oase to the fi«peror wi th reoonuMn-
datloi ia*^' KvldMtly , the Baperor ordered Aurangzeh 
to aeod h i e envoy to Chanderglrl, the Capital of Karnatak: 
74 Anrangseb sent Mohamad M'Ualn to h i s oourt{ hut In 
the aeant lae , the Sultans of Bljapur and tiolkonda app-
roached the EMperor and were suooeed In gaining the penstlss 
76 
on to sleisf h i s t e r r i t o r i e s * This p e n l s s l o n was given 
In l i e u c f preolous presents tron the i»ultans to the 
fiiperor* Consequently, now, the Eaperor started to o r l t l -
o l ze Anrangzeb of sending Ifohaamad Musiln to the oontt of 
76 Sri Ranga Rayal, the E^iperor had o o s p l e t e l y foregotten 
that the envoy, by the v iceroy was sent by h i s own order. 
In t h i s way the ^ p e r o r relntked Aurangzeh that he was 
fr ighten ing the Sultans and wanted froa thea the c o s t l y 
77 presents* 
73. Baqaat»t*Alaialrt Ruqaat Nos. 1/84, 5/86; Adab-1» 
AJaaglrl . f» 84b« 86a^b, 192b. 
74« Ruqaat^loAlaMglr. kuqaat No. 3 /86; Sarkar says that at 
the t l a e of despatching Mohd. Iffuain to Karnatak, 
Qutttb Shah warned not to hinder hln, with a iaM c lear 
hint that the proposed intervension could be brought 
o f f . History of Aurangz«b I , p. 213 . 
75** Prince Awrangzebi A Study* by S* Molnul Uaq, JPHS 
T o l . t^ 1962, p. 196. 
76* Ruqaat-t»Alaaglr. Ruqaat No. 3 / 8 . 
77* Bnqaat-l-Alasigir. ttuqaat No* 3/8* 
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And again the «xpedition against Golkonda, aade 
the gulf of wrangele, More widen. The agents of Uolkonda 
in the Court, alongwith soae advisers of the Eaperor 
presented before him, the account of the wealth, 
78 deeoribed in a highly exaggerated tone. Accordingly 
Shah Jahan ordered Aurangzeb to send all the booty to 
the court, Aurangzeb*s feelings were injured because he 
had no intention to retain any thing fron the booty 
except what had been assigned to hin. Originally the 
Eaperor* 8 order, about the peshkash of Qutbul lAilki 
79 
was that the Jewels and elephants would go to the cent»*l 
court while the cash aight be kept by the Subedar of 
Deccan* But now, the ^peror had forgotten the reality 
of facts — Aurangzeb borrowed twenty lakhs of rupees 
to aeet the expenses of the expedition •— forced hin 
to subait the whole looty (cash and kind) in the Impe-
rial treasuries of Daulatabad. Thus, Aurangzeb was left 
80 poorer by twenty lakhs of rupees* And iMoause the 
Eaperor was believed that Aurangzeb and his son had 
received costly presents fron Abdullah ^utub Shah, took 
8X 
a further step censaring Aurangzeb. 
— - - • - • • ' • . . . . 
78. Sarkar, I • pp. 243-44, itistory of Aurangzeb» r 
79. Adab-l«>AlaaKir. f f . 84b, 190a.b. 
80* Adab-l-AlaajElri. f. 84b, 19fta-b. 
81. History of Aurangzeb by Sri J. Sarkar, I» p. 244. 
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Aurangs«b was so much disgusted froB the Eaperor 
t»y these reprlaandations and oensurenesses that he wrote 
to Mir Juala, who was then Prlae^ Minister of the 
laperlal Court, Instead of Eaperor* In his l e t t er to 
Mir J m l a Aurangzeb aade I t olear that the presents 
taken by hla were of the low prloes and unworthy to be 
sent to the Eaperor* And If he wanted to conceal the 
presents he would not hare accepted thea In the presence 
of Mir Juala and other nobles of the laperlal court, who 
83 
were posted In Deocan* In the sane l e t t e r Aurangzeb 
had shown his helplessness In the Deocan that real is ing 
the facts that the l^aperor had no confidence In his viceroy 
m Deccan, the Deccanl States did not pay attenticn In 
84 carrying out his orders* 
The saae case was done In the Bljapur klngdoa« 
When Bljapur Klngdoa was to supress and the Sultan of 
Bljapur was r#ady to pay tribute and to real ise the terns 
laposed by Aurangzeb, the envoy of Bljapur approached Dara 
82« In fact , Aurangzeb was reluctant to accept these 
presents because of their poor quality* However, at the 
special request of the Sultan*s envoy and a clear 
understanding that their prices would not be deducted 
froa the aaount of the tribute, he accepted thea* 
83* Adab-l^Alaaglrl. f f . 192b* 193) History of Aurangzeb 
srl J. Sarkar, I? p* 244 . 
84« Adab-l»Alaaglrl. ff* 84b«86b, 192b. 
'« ... .. .. 
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in the lBp«rlal Oourty^'' and the Eaperor without looking 
the prohlea as a king ordered itairangxeb to leave Bijapur, 
siaply to please Dara, And in aaking peace with Bljapur, 
Dara thought, the douhle gain; to oheok up the increasing 
power and popularity of Aurangseh and to gain mioh 
86 
wealth troa the Spltan of Bijapur* 
The result of the above correspondence between 
father and son can be understood easily* As a aatter 
of fact, it «ay be concluded that there was a group in 
the central court, which was constantly working, against 
Aurangseb.^ The object of the group wa» not to leave, 
even a single instance by which the gulf of wrangle 
•ay be leasen between father and son* So, they efforted 
88 
upto the last to sake Eaperor displeased with his son* 
No doubt, Oara was the leader of the group* Jahan Ara 
was also on the side of Dara, th'ough she often oame the 
rescue of Aurangxeb against the laperial wrath but her 
89 personal syapathtee were always with Dara* The aethod 
of the party in defaaing Aurangxeb was vAry subtle and 
preplanned* The result was, that the Eaperor, hiaself, 
acted against Aurangs«ib*s views* Soae tiaes he was 
85* Aurangxeb eoaplained his fathor about the secret rela-
tions of Oara and^^il Shah ot BiJafHir* Buwat-to 
Aiaagiri, Bnqaat No. 4/liab* 
86. * Prince Awrangxeb? A Study', Dr S. Uoinul Baq, JPHS 
Vol. X, 1962, pp* 210-11* 
87* Shah Jahan's Relations with ^olkondSt Tar Mohaaaad 
Khan. JPHS. Vol. 7 Pt* II. 1959. p* 96. 
88* Shah J»h«a*s Belatiohs with Golkonda. Yar Mohaaaad Xhan, 
JPlteVei* t Pt* tt . 1^ 1^ .^ 1^. U. 
89* Muntakhab-ttl-Lubab. Khafi Khan, Tol* I , pp* 600«*660* • 
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so mob di«pl*a«ttd with Attrangzeb that he asked prince 
90 Shiija to aooept the Subedari of Decoan. Consequently, 
the effioienoy of the adainistratioi^ was fai led and the 
leading nobleaen were also bDund to enter in a group 
aooording to their own ohoioe, whether i t was anti-Aarang-
seb group or pro^Aurangzeb group* But i t i s hardly to 
ui^erstand that Shah Jahan, being a shrewd statesaan, why 
he was unable to understand the danger of the policy and 
why he was unable to oheok th i s ev i l praotict . No doubt, 
the Eaperor wanted the suooession of Oara, and there was 
none to Appose his th is w i l l , but the aiethod, which he adop> 
ted in securing the succession of crown prince was quite 
91 
wrong. By this aethod the practice of Jealousy and 
rivalry sprang between the brothers, and the Eaperor 
watered this rivalry and |ealousy instead of rooting i t out* 
Subsequently the feel ings thus aroused, among his sons 
because the proainent cause of war of succession, which was 
fought in the l i f e t iae of the Eaperor with heartlessly 
and unsorupulOttsly* 
90* Adab^i^Alaaglrl» 28a, 32a and b . 
91* The Eaperor had created auoh difference between Oara 
and his,other three sons* Dara, got the Jagir of 
Hisar-Flroza, a syabol of the 'rinoe Regent* He could 
s i t before Eaperor, in his presence, in the court 
because the Eaperor had got bu i l t an saall throne 
for bia* The ^peror had assigned hia acre valuable 
aansab than the co l lec t ive aansabs of a l l the three 
brothers* 
C O N C L U S I O N 
Anranss«b*» S«6ond Vio«royalty of the Oeooan 
was a period of utaost significance in the reign of Shah 
Jahan. It was indlcatlTe of the future trends of Aurang-
ze1>*8 policies which he followed in his reign* It deaons-
trated in adalnistratlTe genius and military talents of 
Aurangxeb to its fuller extent* Aurangzeb*s tenacity of 
purpose, his religous outlook, capacity to choose aen of 
extraordinary calibre, courage, dash and daring and to 
utilise thea to suit his best purposes were exhibited to 
his friends and foes alike. 
The period is important in aany respects* Aurangzeb's 
deep interest in cherishing the peasantry and boosting 
the cultivation as well as his reforas in the revenue, 
civil and ailitary adalnistration, his attention to ainute > 
details of governaent, his care to attend to the genuiiie 
needs and grievances of his nobles and subordinate officers 
and his aain careers in keeping the aray well-equipped, 
contented and in the state of readiness for combat are 
aaply shown in this period* 
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As regards the Ooooan Sultanates^ Auraiisz«b 
vas the ohaapioo of the forward policy aimed an inTasioii 
and annexation of the Oeooan states. Though the provo-
cation and cause of fighting night have been provided by 
Golkonda a ^ Bijapur, yet Aurangzeb after launching an 
attack* sought to carry it to its logical outcome of 
annexation* In this venture, he was guided by oonsldera-* 
tions of furthering his own interests because the annexa* v. 
tion of Golkonda and Bijjapur could have finished a task ir^^^o. 
taxed the aD«]ry«4s of the Empire since the reign of Akbar 
•t 
and would have added to the pres|lge and power of Aurangzeb 
imensely. He would have risen in the estimation oj^he 
Emperor and the nobility and his chances as the future 
Eaperor of India would have brightened. As against this, 
his elder brother and chief opponent, Dara Shikoh would 
have been slighted and outshown. When Shah Jahan made 
peace with both these states at a time when U^trangzeb was 
making his truimphant advance to final victory, Aurangzeb 
expressed sllghtful Indigdation at this turn of his fortune 
and clearly suspected the hand of Dara in ^ el^attngykis 
plaas and depriving htm of the prize of victory. 
Whenever Aurangzeb might have thought of the 
implicit hand of Dara Shikoh in the acceptance of the 
peace offers made by the rulers of Golkonda and Bijapur^ 
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their klngcloBs were invaded by Aurangzeb in 1656 
and 165T respectively, the pact reMains that Shah Jahan 
hlBself was uDwlllingto approve a policy aiaed at out-
right annexation of the Deocan Sultanates because of the 
repercussions of such a policy would have been serious* 
The vast territories of these kingdoas would have entail-
ed a liability which the Eaperor was not prepared to 
shoulder at that tiae* |tfe& lAighal Deccan was a financial 
liability and was maintained out of the surplus incoae 
froa the treasuries of Malwa and Su'^ rat. The allureaent 
to Aurangzeb in the policy of annexation came out of the 
urge to out-shine his brothers in sillltary adventurers 
und exploits and to augment his resources and military 
contingents from the plunder of his conquests. 
Auraogaseb*s invasion of Uolkonda in 1656 was 
motivated by substantial causes* the treaty of 1636 had 
rendered a protected trlbutory state bound to attribute 
of two lakhs of huns per annum. The tribute had fallen In 
arrears and was not paid despite repeated demands* More-
over the rise in the exchange value of huns entailed a 
further lemand of m» 20 lakhs* The Sultan of Golkooda 
put up excuses and was unwilling to make payments* 
The affairs of Mir Jumla and the comiuests of the 
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ICarnatik by the rul«r of Uolkonda and the iaprtaonaent 
of Uir Ji«illa*s faally by Qutub Shah provided the grounds 
of hoetilities* The invasion of aolkonda felloweda 
Haldrabad fell and Golkonda was besieged. Quibbisbah 
sued for peace, agreed to pay tribute and war indeanity 
bV^Aurangseb coveted the whole klngdoa and it was Shah 
Juhan*s tiaely order for peace to the Prince that saved 
Golkonda froa his agvesslve designs. 
Aurangzeb*s action in Golkonda was an instance 
of excess, greed and self aggrandise meht that he insisted 
on wholesale annexation even after the Mughal objectives 
in the invasion of Golkonda in 1636 had been achieved. 
As regards Aurangzeb*s invasion on Bijapur in 
1657 there seens to be a valid case to Justify Aurangzeb*s 
involvenent in the affairs of that klngdoa. Sir Jadunath 
Sarkar*s views on that issue need further exaalnation. He 
observes, "The treaty of 1636 had turned the king of Blja-
pur into a friendly ally of the l^peror of Delhi, but. left 
his sovereignty nnlapared* He had not beeont a vassal 
prince, nor bound hlaself to pay annual tribute** Again 
!• % story of Aurangzeb. Sir J. Sarkar, Vol. I, p* 263« 
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he wtlt«s, "the w«r tiuis sanctioned was wholly unrighteous. 
Bijapur was not a vassal state, but an independent and equal 
ally of the Mughal Eaperor, and the letter had no lawful 
right to oonfira or quetftion the succession of ^ ijapur*" 
This statement of Jadunath Sarkar seens to be 
inconsistent with facts* It contradicts even his own version 
of the teras of treaty of 1636. While giving clause I of 
the treaty he writes, "Adil Shah, the king of Bijapur, onist 
acknowledge the overlordship of the iSaperor and proaise 
2 to obey his orders in future*" Thus Sir Jadunath Sarkar 
contradicts his own interpretation of the teras of the 
treaty of 1636. 
As a natter of fact , Adil Shah, by that treaty, 
had acknowledged the Mughal piperor as fim»eratnty which 
\U-M^ /L^^«-f^<^J^-tv- '"^ -A,.^  tj,^j> ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ~ 
necessitated/to his throne after his death and so Aurangzeb 
oould object to the succession of Ali Mil Shah II without 
seeking confimation from the Mughal Eaperor. Moreover, 
the disturbances in the Karnatak and lei'nts of adainistra-
h 
tion in Bijapur on the occasion ofk boy king afforded 
!• history of Aaranggeb. Vol. I,p263. 
2. History of Anraogzeb, Vol. I, p«38* 
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opportunlty to Aurangzeb to interfere in tbe affairs of 
Bijapur* 
But the ruthless way in which the Bijapuri 
territory was conquered and plundered and Aurangxeb** 
with to annex the whole kingdoa were wholly unjustiflahi*. 
The second viceroyalty of Aurangzeh provides 
nuaerous exaaples of the bitterness of relations between 
Shah Jahan and Aurangseb. In fact, Shah Jahan did sake 
little efforts to appreciate the difficulties of the 
situation which Aurangsteb had to face in the Decoan* v.e 
find that Shah Jahan*s Mind was too auoh obsessed with 
Asraagaeb and that is why his requests and reoomeBdattons 
were too often overruled* The outcoae of this wrungl^ i 
between the father and the son Manifested itself in the 
ruthless Manner in which the war of succession was fought* 
Thus tbe second viceroyalty of Aurangiseb in 
the Decoan was a MOMentous period in the history of 
Mughal India* 
•«««*«« 
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